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God's end-time revelation.... B.D. No. 6023

August 14th 1954

ou are approaching the end.... And therefore I reveal Myself to you so as not to leave you in 
ignorance  of  what  this  end  will  mean  for  you.  I  reveal  Myself  so  that  you  will  prepare 

yourselves, so that you will live in the right way and need not fear an end. You humans don't believe  
in an end and reject all admonitions and warnings which you receive on account of My revelations.... 
You  ridicule  and  laugh  at  those  who  proclaim  the  near  end  to  you,  you  deem  yourselves 
knowledgeable and feel superior to the knowledge which is imparted to a person in an unusual way. 
You are spiritually blind and unable to see anything, and yet you don't believe those who have vision 
and therefore tell you in which hour you live.... And it will be as in the time of Noah when I also 
announced the near judgment to people and found no belief, when the proclaimers of the judgment 
only reaped scorn and ridicule until the day arrived when My proclamations came to pass, until the 
day arrived when the scorners fell prey to the judgment.... And once again it will be like this, again the 
Judgment has been announced a long time in advance, and it will be proclaimed time and time again, 
yet the last day for this earth and all its inhabitants will come suddenly and unexpectedly, for My 
Word is truth and it will come true when the time is right. But who believes that people live in the 
midst of this time, that they will only have a short time left until the end.... Who believes that they are  
facing a change for the worse, something which no-one on this earth has ever experienced?.... Who 
allows himself to be impressed by divine revelations, by predictions concerning the near end? Which 
one of you humans is consciously expecting the end and preparing himself for it?

Y

There are only a few who believe that which was proclaimed by seers and prophets, and these few 
only reap scorn and ridicule if they profess their belief in it and also try to inform their fellow human 
beings.... few people listen to My voice and live their life such that they are not afraid of the end but 
rather feel pleased in view of the blissful time which will follow the end of this earth. However, I want 
to increase their number, I would like many more to realise that the time has been fulfilled.... I also 
would like to reveal Myself to those who are without knowledge.... Yet their will is defying Me and I 
will not compel anyone.... Therefore I content Myself with those who believe My Words and stand up 
for them, and I  will  grant  them great  power of speech....  I  will  let  them speak in  My place and 
although they, too, will have little success, although their words, too, will not be taken seriously, the 
world will nevertheless take notice of the proclamations of the near end.... There will be no shortage 
of indications and all over the world an end will be spoken of, but it will only ever affect a few such 
that they will believe and prepare themselves for it. And I will support those who have accepted the 
task of spreading enlightenment. I will bless all efforts which aim to distribute that which is conveyed 
to you humans in the form of revelations.... And the information of the forthcoming end will reach far 
and wide.... However, My revelations will prove themselves to be true faster than you suspect. For 
people will experience days of terror and thereby the truth of My Word will be pointed out to them.... 
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And then they will still have sufficient time to prepare themselves for the end which irrevocably will 
follow these days of terror within a very short time.... And regardless of whether you, who spread My 
revelations, find credence or not.... don't stop proclaiming the forthcoming event; warn and admonish 
your fellow human beings and convey My revelations to them....  Proclaim to them the imminent 
Judgment which will affect everyone, even if they don't believe your words....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Humanity's low spiritual level 

Low spiritual level.... B.D. No. 7810

January 28th 1961

 substantial spiritual decline is noticeable amongst humanity. And this will manifest itself ever 
more  distinctly  the  closer  it  gets  to  the  end.  For  people  consider  their  God  and  Creator 

increasingly less, the concept of faith is becoming ever more unreal to them, they are reflecting ever 
less often about the meaning and purpose of their earthly life and are therefore also increasingly less 
willing to acknowledge a  spiritual kingdom, because they only live for this earthly kingdom and 
content themselves with what the world has to offer. Hence, they live on earth completely without 
purpose;  they  don't  use  this  last  short  time  of  their  existence  on  this  earth  for  their  spiritual 
development and so they make the whole path of preliminary development pointless too, because they 
will descend into the deepest abyss again when the end of this earth has come, because even in the 
kingdom of the beyond they would hardly achieve progress since they are and will remain thoroughly 
unenlightened. And since the majority of people are in this spiritual state, no change is to be expected 
on this earth and God will have to implement a change so that the path of higher development can be  
continued by the spiritual substances which are still bound in the works of creation on earth, which 
have not reached the stage of human beings yet. For their further development will also be at risk once 
the  human  race  has  become  totally  unspiritual  and,  in  its  ignorance,  will  often  even  take  the 
opportunity to progress away from these spirits. Consequently, this state amongst humanity provides 
the reason for a total spiritual and earthly change, which you humans are facing. Were you to live 
according to lawful order, then spiritual progress would be guaranteed for all spiritual beings, which, 
partly constrained, partly in freedom, live on earth. But then there would not be such a low spiritual 
level that people would walk about completely without faith and do nothing at all for their soul which,  
in the state of a human being, should mature fully in order to enter the spiritual kingdom as a free  
being in light and strength....

A

People have handed themselves over to God's adversary, they are enslaved and only comply with his 
will, and that means that they exist entirely without love, that they are spiritually unenlightened and 
don't use their earthly life to spiritualise their soul. And therefore this state has to be brought to an end, 
order has to be restored once more so that the earth will become a school for the spiritual being again 
which,  embodied  as  a  human  being,  goes  through  the  last  stage  of  its  development.  And  the 
adversary's activity will have to be brought to an end by God.... This is therefore the reason why you 
humans are approaching the end of this earth, and it will be pointed out to you time after time so that 
you will still change after all and become aware of your actual purpose of life. Without God you will 
go astray and will have to languish for an endless length of time once again at this distance from God, 
which only signifies profound wretchedness for the spiritual being which once originated from God.... 
You ought to still look for God as long as you have the opportunity on earth, and He will certainly 
allow Himself to be found by you. And you need only once seriously dwell on yourselves; you only 
need the will not to have lived your earthly life in vain.... And thoughts will surely arise in you which 
will provide you with a small light. Yet you cannot attain beatitude against your will, against your will  
you cannot become enlightened....  And if your hearts are hardened then you cannot be spared the 
renewed banishment, which is the fate of all of those who do not believe in a God and Creator, to  
Whom they owe their earthly life and to Whom all power is given in Heaven and on Earth.... Then 
they will approach their downfall with certainty, for the time will quickly come to an end, the earth 
will soon be shaped anew so that it will fulfil its purpose again: to help the spiritual beings attain full 
maturity, as is their destiny....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Spiritual low level.... Lovelessness.... Selfish love.... B.D. No. 8712

December 31th 1963

he greatest evidence of humanity's spiritual low level is lovelessness, which is evident amongst 
people  everywhere.  Selfish  love  has  steadily  increased  and  hardly  anyone  is  practicing 

neighbourly love anymore, hence there also has to be a profane state on earth, a state of activity by 
evil forces, where God's adversary always has the upper hand and people are his willing subjects. The 
spiritual darkness is getting increasingly worse, rays of light are only seldom recognisable and even 
frequently feigned by deceptive lights without strength of radiance.... Judging by people's degree of 
love the time of the end has clearly arrived....

T

An obvious decline can be detected, people are firmly attached to matter, they only value their body 
and its comfort, earthly success and an increase of earthly commodities. They do not believe the fact 
that their souls are suffering extreme hardship since they do not believe in the soul's life after death,  
indeed, they frequently even deny having a soul. They cannot be forced into a different mode of 
thinking, their free will has to be respected, but accordingly they also prepare their own fate after their 
death.

And anyone who observes what is happening in the world, in his immediate neighbourhood, also 
knows that this state cannot continue forever because it is getting worse from day to day, because 
people's greed for matter continues to grow, because no spiritual aspiration can be noticed and because 
every situation will eventually come to an end if it does not correspond to divine order.

People no longer serve each other, everyone wants to rule instead and be served at the same time, 
everyone wants from the other what he enjoys but no-one is willing to do the same in return.... There 
is no love, people's hearts are hardened, and there are only ever a few people willing to help in times  
of need.... And this is the small flock, for once the will to love becomes active it will establish the 
bond with Eternal Love. And This will not leave a person again, who voluntarily performs labours of 
love.

You humans do not know the blessings of loving deeds.... you do not know how much easier you 
could travel your earthly path if only you would practice love and thereby receive consistently more 
for  your  soul,  but  also  receive  what  you need for  earthly  life.  But  heartless  humanity  lacks  this 
knowledge, everyone just looks after himself, and everyone tries to get whatever he can out of life and 
forgets that his hour of death is unknown to him, that he can pass away at any time and take nothing 
he owns into the beyond, but that he will arrive bare and miserable on the other side. For he has 
nothing to show for his soul which he had starved in earthly life but which is all he has left now and 
which enters the spiritual kingdom in desperate poverty. And this  heartless state of people cannot 
result in the slightest spiritual progress. However, since the soul only lives on earth as a human being 
for the purpose of maturing, but this purpose is not fulfilled, a powerful intervention by God has to 
take place, a sharp reprimand and reminder, so that a few people will reconsider the purpose of their  
earthly life and change themselves before the earth's last stage begins which will not last long until the 
end.

People  take  no  notice  of  God's  gentle  voice  through strokes  of  fate,  disasters  and all  kinds  of 
accidents, through the Word of God from above, and thus they have to be spoken to with a louder 
voice, and blessed, who wants to hear God's voice and takes it to heart, for even then there will be  
many people who don't want to recognise Him when he speaks to them through the elements of nature 
with tremendous strength.... They, too, will not be forced but able to make a decision of free will, 
nevertheless they will be spared the worst, the recurrent banishment into hard matter, if they still find 
and take the path to God, if they still acknowledge Him and call upon Him for mercy....
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But then the end will have come, for the earth will no longer fulfil its purpose, it will no longer be 
used by the souls as a place to mature, it  will merely be utilized for the body, and everyone will 
elevate himself to a ruler of the world and cause the greatest destructions himself in the belief to 
control all laws of nature and thus also to experiment with impunity, which then will lead to the final 
destruction of earth.

But this is what people themselves want, and thus it will come to pass as it is proclaimed in Word 
and Scripture: a new heaven and a new earth will arise and divine order will be re-established, so that 
the return of the souls to God can continue, as it is intended in His eternal plan of Salvation....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The end is approaching 

Reference to the end.... B.D. No. 4889

May 4th 1950

ou only have a short period of time left.... Time and again I say this to you because you are of  
weak faith and don't want to believe that you are living in the last days and that My warnings 

and admonitions are therefore meant for you. But you should believe it, for it depends on your faith  
how you use this final time for your soul and its progress. Whatever you do without faith is only done 
for  the  world;  but  this  will  pass  away and all  your  efforts  will  be in  vain,  all  commodities  will 
disintegrate and nothing will stay behind which will be useful to you in eternity. You will only keep 
that which is not of this world; only the spiritual treasures you gathered will remain with you. If you, 
therefore, believe in a speedy end, then you will no longer create and work for this world, for the body 
and its requirements, but you will first take care to improve the state of your soul, and thus you will  
work for your eternal life. The world stops you from doing this work, the world tries to captivate you 
with earthly pleasure and all kinds of enticements. And fulfilment of earthly wishes always results in a 
slackening of spiritual work, thus the loss of everlasting spiritual treasures.

Y

For this reason I caution you against the world.... Don't take more notice of it than is necessary for 
your earthly life; don't seek it but avoid it wherever possible; don't ascribe any value to it other than 
that it is the necessary means for your maturation on Earth, and don't let it triumph over you but strive 
to rise high above the earth. And you will be able to do so once you allow the belief of the near end to 
come alive in you. Know that I Myself Am talking to you, your God and Father of eternity, and know, 
that every Word is truth because I tell you so. And therefore, only take care of today and don't worry 
what will happen tomorrow, for you worry about useless things and should only take your spiritual 
maturing and spiritual  preparation for  eternity  seriously.  You should always let  this  be your  first 
concern, then you will not need to fear an end, you will await it calmly and collected and be prepared 
for My coming at the end of the time which you are still granted to release yourselves from Satan's  
shackles....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The spiritual realm is to be aspired to.... B.D. No. 6069

October 3rd 1954

he door to the spiritual kingdom is open and everyone can step through to receive what the 
spiritual kingdom offers him. No one need go empty-handed who wants to receive.... But one 

thing  is  required,  that  the  human  being  voluntarily makes  the  spiritual  kingdom the  aim of  his 
striving. For he cannot be forced to do so.... And that is the task of his earthly life, to strive towards  
the kingdom which is his true home. He came from this kingdom, he once left it voluntarily and must 
return again voluntarily. After his bodily death he enters the spiritual kingdom again but he can enter a 
sphere where he is not blissful.... For the spiritual realm he is to strive for is the realm of light.... This 
shall  be his  aim which he can easily  reach on earth.  Earthly life  has  been given to  him for  this  
purpose.... If he then uses his earthly life wrongly, if he strives for other aims on earth, then his earthly 
life was in vain and his soul can only dwell in the spheres which cannot offer it anything because they 
are outside the kingdom of light, because they are dark and correspond to the souls' eternal state. As 
long as the human being dwells on earth it is extremely easy to take the step into the spiritual kingdom 
from which the light shines down.... For he need only want, and he will be guided by the inhabitants 
of the kingdom of light who recognize his will and are of service to him. The human being does not 

T
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stop thinking and can therefore also let his thoughts wander into his true home, for he is constantly 
stimulated to do so.... But if he resists such thoughts rising up in him, then this is his free will, which 
is also respected by the inhabitants of the kingdom of light.... The human being also knows that he 
cannot prolong his own life, and therefore he should think about what will come afterwards.... Already 
the serious will to learn about it is a step into the spiritual kingdom which approaches him.... But if his 
will resists such thoughts then he closes the door to himself and takes the path back down into the 
kingdom from which he had already emerged.... which is indeed also a spiritual kingdom but not a 
desirable aim, because the souls in this kingdom are devoid of all strength and every ray of light.... It 
is a realm of the dead in the true sense of the word, because life can only be where there is light and 
strength. Light and strength are at your disposal as long as you stay on earth, and you should desire 
light and strength, then you will truly be abundantly provided with it and the path will become easy 
for you to ascend into the kingdom of light, into your true home, where you are eagerly awaited by 
those who walk in the light....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Great events are often foreshadowed 

Sudden end even for the believers.... B.D. No. 5712

June 30th 1953

he hour of the end will come unexpectedly for many of those who know of it, for they, too, still 
deem it far away, because the commotion in the world does not yet reveal any decline, because 

the signs of the end are not yet obvious enough, even if they certainly consider it possible that they are 
living in the end time. And even My believers are as yet unable to seriously get used to the idea that  
they will live to see the end, for they are still firmly down to earth themselves, they see their fellow 
human beings constantly bustling with activity and the spiritual knowledge seems almost unreal to 
them in view of worldly people's aspirations, in view of the earthly progress and people's future hopes 
and expectations. Hence they, too, will be taken by surprise and realise that the apparently unreal is 
becoming reality and that people's hopes will  be shattered.  The end will  come like a thief in the 
night.... yet it announces itself in advance, it casts its shadows, prior to it something will happen on a 
smaller scale, a natural disaster of immense proportions will announce itself and this will be the last 
admonition, the final indication of the end.... And although you humans doubt or refuse to believe it.... 
My plan of eternity is definite, and everything in the universe happens according to this plan. The end 
will  arrive  suddenly,  because  My  admonitions  and  warnings  are  being  ignored,  which  are  truly 
constantly sent to humanity so that they will not experience the end unprepared. And the only reason 
for My announcements is to make sure that people will prepare themselves for it, that they consider 
the end and start the work of improving their soul, that they will live according to their short physical 
life which can nevertheless lead to the soul's maturity.

T

It is My will that all My admonitions and warnings shall be distributed, I want people to be informed 
of it, just as it is My will that the day of Judgment and the fate of those who have deserted Me shall be 
bluntly presented to them, for people can achieve their own deliverance, the end need not signify the 
hour of terror for them, they can also calmly look forward to the end if they comply with what is 
lovingly recommended to them, if they prepare themselves, that is, if they still live on earth according 
to My will until the last hour has come. Although they are indeed unable to postpone this hour they 
can nevertheless await it  consciously because it  signifies the end of suffering for those who have 
found Me and will only harshly affect people who have renounced Me and therefore are no longer 
entitled to inhabit the earth which is only intended to help the soul attain maturity.... The end will 
come as certain as night will follow the day.... the day was determined an eternity ago yet you don't  
know when it will come.... However, you should believe that everything I announced and continue to 
announce through seers and prophets will come true, that the day is close at hand for you, that it will 
take all of you by surprise and that you therefore should consider every day as the last one in order to  
live consciously and to work at improving yourselves. Then you will never again need to fear the end 
but look forward to it with complete trust in My coming, which will deliver those of you who believe 
from greatest adversity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The final powerful work of destruction.... II. B.D. No. 8685

November 26th 1963

reat events cast their shadows before them.... And thus the final powerful work of destruction 
affecting the earth will be preceded by ever more distressing events, what happens to a lesser 

degree in many places will finally happen to the whole earth.... with the difference that the previous 
G
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divinely intended natural disasters will horrify people, whereas the final work of destruction on earth 
will be triggered by human will, thus people will initiate the end themselves.... on the one hand by 
involving themselves in all kinds of tests and experiments and on the other hand by their increasingly 
firmer connection with God's adversary who impels them to do so because he himself is incapable of 
destroying works which emerged through God's will.... You humans will be kept in constant suspense, 
for the day which brings everything to an end because a new earth period will  start,  comes ever 
closer.... And every frightful event is intended to wake you up, for you are truly sleep walking, you 
don't see and realise anything because you don't  want to see or realise anything. You are in grave 
danger of becoming lost again for an infinitely long time, and yet you could avert this danger if you 
were genuinely interested in your salvation.

However, regardless of what is yet to happen, only individual people will derive benefit for their 
soul, whilst the majority takes notice of everything, gets upset about it and then lapses into its state of 
sleep again, and nothing changes in their way of life, in their attitude towards God, for He is distant to  
them and they won't look for close contact with Him as long as their earthly life still seems bearable to 
them. Yet a state of calm will not return anymore, one piece of bad news will follow the other, and 
even the adversary's activity will become clearly evident, the separation of the goats from the sheep 
will  become ever  more  distinctly  noticeable.  People  will  soon  demonstrate  that  they  pursue  two 
different  goals:  people  who still  seriously  try  to  find  God and those who deny Him and aim to 
completely exclude Him from their lives. And the latter will treat the former with hostility and oppress 
them, for they will be in the majority whereas the believers will always be the weaker ones, yet they 
only outwardly yield to the superior numbers whilst always receiving strength from God in order to 
withstand the adversary's demands to renounce their faith.... For soon the last battle of faith will erupt 
and that will also be the beginning of the final phase, which will be closely followed by the end.... But 
due to people's low spiritual level such upsetting events cannot be avoided, everything will still be 
tried on the part of God to motivate people to think, and the proximity of death will be brought home 
to them over and over again....

By way of destruction through the forces of nature they will be shown that everything is transient 
and be encouraged by any means to form an opinion about all happenings, for they shall be shaken out 
of their  lethargy and motivated to reflect on the possible reasons for all  occurrences....  And even 
people who are not directly affected themselves can nevertheless observe their fellow human beings' 
fate and form their own opinion.... Whatever it takes will still be done on the part of God which could  
result in some success.... Yet generally everything will be looked at from an earthly point of view, 
earthly disadvantages will be discussed.... but the fact that everything has its spiritual reasons will be 
ignored and therefore only little spiritual success will be gained.... Even so, you are told in advance 
that you will repeatedly be shaken up, you shall know that everything is planned for eternity and that 
nothing is without meaning and purpose even if you don't recognise it. Observe the cosmic events and 
heed world  events....  And know that  there  are  no  coincidences  in  earthly  life,  that  everything  is 
determined or permitted by God's will because He also knows the results of what He sends upon earth 
and humankind. For He holds the reigns and knows how to steer them according to divine wisdom.

Try to understand God's language, for you only need good will to subordinate yourselves to His will, 
hence you should only ever try to derive benefit for your souls from everything that happens around 
yourselves, but don't remain indifferent, for God always wants to tell you something when your heart  
and mind are affected by extraordinary events.... Listen to His soft voice and don't let anything pass 
you by without impression, take notice of the signs of the last days which shall be your indication that  
the time has come which has always been mentioned.... And believe that you don't have much time 
left until the end and that everything will come to pass as it is written.... that the old earth will pass 
away and a new one will arise.... For the time is fulfilled and thus the divine plan of Salvation will be  
implemented as it has been planned for eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Forthcoming worldly events 

Sign  of  the  near  end:  spiritual  decline....  Apparent  state  of 
peace.... 

B.D. No. 4747

September 25th 1949

 sure sign of the approaching end is the spiritual decline amongst people. Only rarely will you 
find people whose soul's spiritual development is most important. Time and again you will be 

able to notice that people's thinking and activity are purely determined by the earthly world, that their 
thoughts and intentions solely apply to material commodities and that they lack all desire for spiritual 
knowledge. And once you recognise this you will also have to admit that My intervention will be 
necessary, or you don't believe in Me and the correlation between Me and My living creations. But 
again I draw your attention to the fact that the philosophy of life will change sooner than you think.... 
The  commotion  of  the  world  will  even  let  My  Own  occasionally  question  the  truth  of  the 
announcements; they certainly want to believe yet worldly people and their opinion make them waver. 
However, I will protect them from falling away from Me.... I will appear unexpectedly and provide the 
evidence of proof to those who are dear to Me due to their will but who are still weak of faith. But 
since the world has no connection with the spiritual kingdom, since the degeneration amongst people 
is becoming ever more evident and the small circle of My Own will very soon be isolated from the  
world and its attitude to life will only be met with ridicule and contempt, the worldly event will help 
to fortify the faith of My Own, while worldly people will start to take notice if they, due to My love  
and grace, had been informed of My announcements of the near end through you, My servants.

A

I Myself will speak where your voice is being ignored. But you, who want to be My Own, continue 
to strengthen your faith ever more.... Withdraw from the world so that it cannot influence you; live 
quietly for yourselves and be of service to Me in Word and action; work in seclusion so that the world  
will not pursue you if it can be avoided. Time presses towards the end and every person's destiny is  
determined by his will. Don't deceive yourselves by the apparent state of peace, it is not a permanent 
condition  but  very  soon  will  start  to  get  cloudy  and  suddenly  turn  into  a  battle  of  immense 
importance.... Everything will be in uproar, the powers will fight each other earthly and spiritually and 
necessitate My intervention. Then a few people will still attain realisation and join the circle of My 
Own. And they all have My promise that I will help and protect them during the last days before the 
end. I will be with all who want to be with Me, and they will be aware of My presence and therefore 
be strong of faith, so that even in the fiercest battle they will persevere and remain faithful to Me until  
the end....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Calm before the storm.... Illusion of peace.... B.D. No. 6970

November 16th 1957

nd even if  it  seems to you as if  you are approaching a period of peace,  you should not  let 
yourselves be deceived.... it is only the calm before the storm and sooner than you think there 

will be changes in the face of those who speak of peace but start to throw the torch amongst the 
nations of this earth. The lull is dangerous for you because you get drowsy and in this state only value  
your earthly existence.... Therefore, I will continue to disturb people from their tranquillity in order to 
keep them awake. And thus much more will happen still, time and again people's attention will be 
drawn  to  accidents  and  disasters  of  all  kinds.  In  addition  to  the  apparent  progress  and  earthly 
prosperity people will also have to take part in such events where human strength does not suffice to 

A
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avoid them. They should learn to realise that no-one is safe from such blows of fate, no matter how 
secure his earthly life appears to be.

Do not  be fooled by the world situation which seems to calm down, for they are all  deceptive 
machinations, and you might get a rude awakening if you trust this calm and ignore every caution that 
points to the end. The change will  come suddenly,  and then you all  should be prepared and thus 
believe that the turning point will come. You will be able to observe many signs of the last days, but at 
the same time My adversary will throw sand into your eyes too.... For he does not want you to believe 
in an end,  to take serious stock of yourselves and change. For this  reason he also influences  his 
servants to make people believe that they are approaching a new, glorious future in peace and joy. And 
he succeeds, for people will always rather believe what they can observe themselves than what is 
proclaimed to them from the spiritual kingdom. In any case, they rather want to believe in a beautiful 
and happy future for themselves in an earthly sense than in an end of this earth.

But I will not stop warning and cautioning you, for it does not merely concern the few years of your 
earthly life but it concerns eternity.... And My admonitions will become increasingly more urgent the 
more  an  evident  'calm'  spreads  across  the  earth....  the  more  people  accept  a  seemingly  peaceful 
existence and forget their good intentions, which they might perhaps have already taken due to the 
constant references to the approaching end. By using the world My adversary will once more extend 
his tentacles to people, and it requires a strong faith not to fall prey to his power.

For  this  reason I  will  draw your attention  time and again  to  what  still  awaits  you....  Don't  let  
yourselves be deceived....  My Word is truth and will come to pass, and My Word tells you of an 
approaching end, which is preceded by a distinct intervention by Me, a natural disaster on an huge 
scale.... And this catastrophe will surprise the believers of peace, and even then they could still turn 
around and take the short path until the end in constant striving for perfection....

But this catastrophe will cost untold human lives.... And how do you know whether you are not 
amongst them? Whether it is not already too late for you, who live indifferently and with future hope 
and allowed yourselves  to  be  dazzled by the prince of  this  world? Therefore  you should always 
remember My Word when you hear about people's sudden death, about misfortunes and all kinds of 
human suffering. I thereby want to remind you all of a sudden end, I want to turn your attention to the 
Power  Which  can  destroy  everything  you  fabricate,  and  Which  can  ruin  all  your  plans....  Unite 
yourselves more with this Power.... find the path to Me, entrust yourselves to Me and appeal to Me for 
right guidance, for protection and mercy, and believe that there is only peace in unity with Me.... that 
you will be deceived when earthly peace is promised to you. For humanity no longer lives such that it 
can have a peaceful earthly existence, it no longer strives for spiritual development and therefore has 
also lost the right to live on this earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Death of a worldly ruler.... Turn of events.... B.D. No. 4493

November 23rd 1948

hen you hear of the death of a worldly ruler you have arrived at the point you can call the 
beginning of the end. Then the world will turn into a place of fire, flames will blaze high, 

unbridled hatred will  rage and humanity will  be gripped by horror as it  sees no escape from the 
inevitable peril.

W
And then I will urge you to speak, for whilst everything is in uproar great calm will take hold of you  

as you clearly realise that the time of My appearance is drawing near, and thus you proclaim it to those 
who will listen to you. People see themselves surrounded by enemies on all fronts and are therefore 
without hope for a peaceful solution. Hence those without faith in the only One Who can help will  
suffer immense fear.
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Consequently they will only focus on world events.... People will anxiously attempt to provide for 
themselves  as  they  see  the  approach  of  great  earthly  hardship;  they  will  anxiously  try  to  secure 
worldly goods and prepare for escape even though it seems hopeless to them. Only the faithful remain 
calm, and then I will use these to encourage their distraught fellow human beings who despair in their 
unbelief.  I  attempt to bring Myself  close to them once more,  I  let  My servants talk to them and 
through them I Myself speak words of love and encouragement. I warn them against escape and not 
just to consider their physical well being; I demonstrate the futility of their intentions and admonish 
them to persevere and put their fate in My hands; and thus everything takes it course....

The fire is kindled and people will not extinguish it anymore, I will put it out Myself by opposing it 
with other elements, by confronting those Myself who want to tear each other apart.... And My voice 
will sound from above.... The earth will experience a natural disaster which will tear the fighters apart; 
they will be faced by a power which neither can match.... The process will only take hours but it will  
create  a  completely  new  situation  in  the  world,  totally  changed  conditions  and  an  initially 
uncontrollable chaos, utmost earthly hardship and unspeakable grief and adversity amongst people.

Yet you all must endure this, for the end is approaching and many opportunities for purification still 
need to be created since all people have a shorter lifespan now and need to mature in the shortest 
possible time.... The end is near and as soon as this point is reached you also can, without doubt, soon 
expect the last day and the Last Judgment, so that may be fulfilled what has been proclaimed in Word 
and Scripture....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

God's powerful voice.... The end of the battle.... B.D. No. 3318

November 5th 1944

od's voice will resound impressively and decide the fate of the nations, for God Himself will pass 
judgment through the forces of nature. And no-one will be able to oppose His verdict, for it will 

be fair and strike the people who are responsible for having caused great misery and don't want to  
admit their transgression. It will be an exceptionally sad event in which countless people will lose 
their lives, yet the event is unavoidable because people can no longer be shaken by anything that is 
accomplished by human will, consequently they will have to be disturbed by an event which cannot be 
averted or stopped by human will and which will generate enormous terror because everyone will be 
faced by death and has to brace himself for his demise. And this event draws ever closer, day after day 
passes by but humanity will not change, and God's forbearance still hesitates in order to continue 
granting people the opportunity of turning back before His voice resounds. Yet then worldly events 
will slowly come to an end because the natural disaster is in the making, because the earth's interior 
will be plunged into a state of turmoil and will only be waiting for God to liberate the forces of nature 
and allow them free reign. For people cannot stop, thus God intervenes and puts an end to it.

G

Appalling activities will come to a halt but the consequences will be much worse, for people will 
experience dreadful adversity and be at a total loss in the face of the unleashed forces of nature. They 
can neither  escape nor  impede or  lessen their  raging,  they are at  their  mercy and only have one 
Saviour to Whom they can entrust themselves in their urgent need, to Whom they can call for help and 
Who has the power to help them. Yet only a few acknowledge Him, only a few feel that they are guilty 
and humbly await His judgment in recognition of their sinfulness. And these few will also be taken 
care of by God in the hours of destruction, which are sent by divine will because there is no other way 
of removing the spiritual adversity and the earthly hardship is constantly increased by human will. 
And because people will not put an end to it God will determine the end of a battle which affects the 
whole  world.  And a  cry  of  horror  will  resound across  earth  which  will  paralyse  people,  for  the 
magnitude of the catastrophe will make everyone pay heed and tremble in fear of a repetition. It is 
God's intention that the whole of humanity shall take part in it, that it shall listen to His judgment, that 
it shall recognise those who are guilty and God's righteousness. For every fighting party still believes 
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itself to be in the right, only power is being valued and not the law, and God's blessing cannot rest on 
actions which are detestable because they oppose the divine commandment of love.... And God will 
punish people in the same way as they act themselves.... except that His work of destruction will be 
far  more  powerful  so that  they will  thereby recognise Him.  For  even the still  constrained spirits 
express outrage at being torn out of divine order and experience this state as painful, for although they 
were released through human will they are unable to enjoy their freedom since it is not the freedom of 
perfection, instead the spiritual substances will be deprived of the opportunity to be active and are 
incensed about it.

And they will work wherever the opportunity presents itself. But above all they will join other still 
constrained spirits  and try to  persuade them to also burst  their  shell  and will  help them with it.  
Thereby they want to force people into becoming constructively active again and provide them with 
the opportunity to enter new creations in order to continue their process of development. And God will 
not stop the spirits which will be released through human will; He will also give His consent when 
matter moves within the earth's interior, when the spiritual substances strive towards the light and try 
to burst their forms. God will briefly withdraw His will and give the spirits' will free reign which, 
however, due to their complete immaturity will mean a work of destruction on an enormous scale. And 
thus  human resolve  will  be confronted  by another  will  which is  stronger  than the  former,  which 
seemingly lacks all divine love and wisdom and finds God's full approval.... Yet humanity will not 
bow down to God, it will not stop its battle of annihilation, it is possessed by demons and allows itself  
to be driven by them, it is more and more enslaved by the evil power and proves this by its works and 
actions. And in order to put a stop to this decline, God's will and omnipotence steps into obvious 
action. He will shake the earth and with it the human race so that it  may come to its senses and 
change. For it is the last time which can still be used for the souls. And this is why God's voice will 
resound powerfully, and He calls to people: Stop your raging which drags your souls into ruin; change 
your ways before it is too late and remember the One Who rules over heaven and earth, Who is your 
Creator and Provider and Whose love you trample under your feet.... Consider your end, for it is soon 
about to happen....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Only a short time of grace left.... B.D. No. 7207

November 14th 1958

very day takes you closer to the end.... And no matter how busily you create and work for your  
earthly well-being, your concern will be futile, for you will be unable to enjoy the benefits of 

your efforts, everything you think you can buy will be taken from you again and you will only have 
few possessions to take with you into the spiritual kingdom when everything is over, because you will  
only keep the spiritual goods which your soul acquired on earth. But regardless of how often this is 
said to you, you don't believe in an approaching end and your efforts to attain the possession of this 
world increase every day and render you incapable of working at improving your soul. Yet were you 
able to foresee that you only have a short time of grace left, you would be alarmed at how close you 
are to the end....  But earthly life moves on every day, one day goes by like the other, and this is 
precisely what makes you question predictions of this nature.... However, from one day to the next 
everything will change, suddenly you will  be confronted by events which will completely disrupt 
every individual person's life, all of you will be pulled out of your usual composure and be faced with 
great dangers, you will have to defer your earthly work and plans because you will simply no longer 
be capable of dealing with them in view of the imminent dangers caused by human will.... For nations 
will rise up against each other and it will only take something minor to burst into flames which will 
threaten to destroy everything. And then people will forget even more what their actual earthly task 
consists of.... But neither will they be able to continue with their work and activity, but instead only try 
to save themselves and their belongings, thus only consider their physical life and comfort but never 

E
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their souls. And they will have to recognise that they are powerless in the face of all events which 
threaten to befall them. They will appeal to people's common sense and good will but to no avail....

On the human side everything will take its dreaded course, but the divine side will intervene and 
thereby shatter human plans; nevertheless, people will not be spared what they had anxiously feared: 
They will suffer the loss of all that which keeps their hearts imprisoned, they will lose everything and 
will be able to learn to recognise the power of God in a natural event of incredible magnitude.... For 
the Scriptures will fulfil themselves.... And you human are on the verge of this whether you want to 
believe it or not.  You carelessly only ever create and work for your physical needs and will lose 
everything.... But you do not care to satisfy the needs of your souls.... For then you will need not fear 
anything even in this forthcoming time, because then you will be taken care of by the One Whom you 
have already accepted,  otherwise you would not  want  to  consider  your  soul.  For  this  reason the 
forthcoming event will be mentioned to you time and again, time and again His Words will sound as 
an admonition and warning, and time and again the foolishness and pointlessness of your earthly 
striving will be brought home to you. You only need to listen to it and arrange your life accordingly,  
and you would be able to face the coming events calmly and without worry.... Don't be too delighted 
about  the apparent  calm and the prosperity  in  an earthly sense,  don't  stifle  your conscience with 
earthly pleasures.... They are only illusions which will quickly fade away, for you humans will watch 
powerlessly as everything comes upon you and be unable to defend yourselves from it.... But is has 
been announced to you often enough, giving you enough time to consider it and change yourselves. 
The fact that you fail to do so will have a dreadful effect on you, for God's plan is irrevocably fixed  
and,  as  soon as  the time has  come,  it  will  be  implemented,  as  it  has  been determined since  the 
beginning....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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God's intervention will come like a thief in the night 

Purpose of natural disasters.... B.D. No. 2086

September 25th 1941

t can be unhesitatingly stated that the earth will be afflicted by powerful natural disasters; indeed, 
these catastrophes should even be mentioned so that people will know that the respective events are  

not determined by coincidences. There is no such thing as a coincidence, everything is predetermined, 
and everything takes the path of higher development. And the forthcoming natural disaster will release 
countless beings and provide them with opportunities for new forms. At the same time, however the 
disasters are intended to affect people such that they will look for a connection with God. People only 
consider the latter very rarely now, this is why God wants to bring Himself closer to them again if  
only by means which cause fear and terror in people; but if events are proclaimed in advance a person  
will recognise the correlations and then entrust himself to the Power Which is able to help him. The 
forces of nature are the only means which can shake up the most unbelieving person and lead him 
back to faith. Yet they never last long and likewise the will to believe only lasts for as long as a person 
is in danger of losing his life.

I

However,  the  eternal  Deity  will  never  intervene  with  anyone  such  that  a  person  is  forced  to 
believe.... Even in greatest physical adversity He will allow him his freedom. He certainly fights for 
the still imperfect souls but He does not compel them. And therefore natural disasters will also have to 
occur  within  some conformity  to  law,  they  just  happen  more  or  less  violently  depending  on the 
necessity for those endangered people who lack correct realisation. And for that reason they shall be 
informed of the forthcoming events.... Humankind shall become utterly helpless and with childlike 
trust call upon God for assistance; prior to this it shall already be informed of the dreadful time it is 
approaching, and if it is only of weak faith all announcements will be accepted with indifference since 
it will most likely assume that the announced event will not happen. And yet, people will remember it 
if their body and soul are in peril. And this is intended, for as horrendous as the effects of a natural 
disaster might be it always entails a shock to human thinking and this can also have a beneficial effect 
on people's faith, providing they had received the knowledge beforehand. For the whole of humanity 
is facing a turning point of life. And blessed is he who recognises God's will in everything sent. Then 
he will truly not be able to behave differently than according to His will and only ever see the great 
adversity  of  his  fellow  human  beings  and  look  at  the  disaster  as  a  means  which  can  ease  this 
hardship.... And this disaster is imminent.... it will come like a thief in the night.... And it will just as 
quickly be over again, yet the result will be inconceivable....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

'I will come like a thief in the night....' B.D. No. 2534

November 2nd 1942

eople carelessly pay no attention to the signs of the time, nothing seems unusual to them, and they 
accept  every  happening  without  realising  its  significance.  And  they  do  not  believe  the 

proclamations  about  the  impending  natural  disaster  either,  for  they  think  that  the  time  which  is 
mentioned in the Scriptures has not yet come.... They do not accept any kind of explanation because 
the thought that people of the present time should be the victims is inconvenient to them. Therefore 
the forthcoming event cannot be made plausible to them either and they will be taken by surprise and 
be unprepared when the day arrives. And these are the people to whom the Lord says 'I will come like 
a thief in the night....' They will be fast asleep and will have made no preparations, and their souls will 

P
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suffer serious hardship when they are recalled from earth. They will not be able to call upon God 
anymore because the magnitude of the disaster will deprive them of every thought.... God's love will 
not let anything happen to humanity without informing them first.... And He warns them a long time 
in advance yet He will not force people to believe these warnings.

However, anyone who pays attention to the signs will not find it difficult to believe. And anyone 
who is in contact with God will also feel God's admonition in his heart. He will become aware of the 
signs of the time himself  and he will  try  to  attain God's  grace,  that  is,  he will  appeal  for it  and 
commend himself to God's mercy.... Only a short time separates you humans from this event, and you 
should use this time so that you can expect it with composure.... You should not entertain the thought 
that you are perfect and have no need of mercy, you should humbly entrust yourselves to God's love 
and always believe that your last hour has come.... you should listen to the admonitions of those who, 
as representatives of God, bring you His Word; you should know that the hour is not far away and 
always be ready. And God's love and mercy will help you during the hours of adversity. He will  
remember you as you remember Him.... He will spare your life if it is helpful for you, or He will  
remove you from the earth and grant you a better life in the beyond if you are worthy of it.... But woe 
to those who approach this hour unprepared and lose their life.... Their fate in the beyond will truly not 
be an easy one. And God wants to protect people from this by announcing the forthcoming events to 
them and admonishing them to turn around if their way of life does not correspond to His will. And 
thereby He will demonstrate the Words of the Holy Scriptures 'I will come like a thief in the night, 
therefore watch and pray....'

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Earthly improvement.... Worldly progress.... B.D. No. 6837

May 23rd 1957

o not let yourselves be deceived even if you see earthly improvements.... You should know that I 
do not curtail any person's will, that everyone may create and work freely and that he therefore 

also frequently uses the strength to  do so wrongly by promoting earthly development  and taking 
pleasure in it.... And you should know that even then spiritual attainment is still intended for the bound 
spiritual substance in matter, that it will reach to be of service, if only for a short time. But this should 
not deceive you who know about My plan of Salvation and who should also assuredly defend what 
My spirit has proclaimed to you. You should refer to the near end and to the transience of all worldly 
things with increased vigour, even if everything around you speaks of the opposite. You should not let 
yourselves be deceived, for everything will come to pass as I proclaim to you over and over again. 
And precisely people's increased drive to produce earthly works should also be seen as a sign of the 
end,  where  an  abundance  of  material  gain  is  intended  which  will  completely  dominate  people's 
thoughts. However, spiritual aspirants will watch the development with uncertainty and doubts, it will 
seem impossible to them that an end should be so close while everything only testifies to development 
and worldly progress, a heightened enjoyment of life and with it spiritual regression.... But you should 
not doubt, and therefore I repeatedly remind you that I will come like a thief in the night.... When 
everyone is fast asleep, that is, when people rest on their laurels, when they, satisfied with themselves, 
slow down and drift into a certain sleep of death.... they will be rudely awakened in the middle of their 
souls' night. If anything, the worldly progress can far more likely be regarded by you as a definite sign 
of what lies ahead of you.... But you must not waver in your faith in My Word, for you shall stand up 
for it. That is why I enlighten you.

D

I do not stop people from achieving their worldly plans, and I even take part in it Myself insofar as  
that I temporarily allow those spiritual substances to be of service which are willing, so as to be able 
to grant them at the time of disintegration an easier external form.... And many of the constrained 
spirits will still be able to serve, hard matter will be disintegrated and used for helpful purposes; the 
will of these spirits shall be taken into account and I alone know the extent of these spiritual beings' 
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resistance and thus support or hinder them accordingly. But the apparent worldly development and 
progress will also completely alienate many souls from Me and already gives reason to intervene 
unexpectedly.... And because people's thoughts and intentions are dominated by matter I once again 
will have to show them how transient it is and how little people can do themselves in order to protect 
what they had built.... Once again I will have to demonstrate My power and My will which cannot be 
resisted by anything. But time and again I also want to tell My Own that they need not doubt My 
Word....  that  heaven and earth  shall  pass  away,  but  My Words shall  not  pass  away.  You receive 
clarification from Me time and again; worldly people, however, keep distancing themselves from Me 
ever  more and My Word does not  affect  them. They are engrossed in  matter,  they hoard earthly 
possessions, they indulge themselves in all  kinds of pleasures and outwardly everything gives the 
impression of improved living conditions.... But the spiritual state continues to decline and draws the 
end ever closer.... and it will come to pass as it is proclaimed.... when no-one expects it I will let My 
voice be heard, and when no-one expects it the end will appear.... For My Word is and remains eternal 
truth, and it has announced an end and a Judgment to you....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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God's intervention 

Cosmic phenomena.... B.D. No. 6313

July 16th 1955

ery soon you will know for certain that something is taking shape in the cosmos, for unusual 
events will worry you humans because you will be unable to find an explanation for them. Many 

speculations will surface, many opinions will meet with conflicting notions, yet only those people's 
points of view come close to the truth who suspect a connection between that which was proclaimed 
in Word and Scripture,  which people were told by seers and prophets at  all  time....  Anyone with 
spiritual vision can find an explanation for all events, for everything has a spiritual meaning and is 
intended to fulfil a spiritual purpose: to draw people's attention to their actual purpose of life so that 
they prepare themselves for the imminent Judgment.... And science, too, will support this, for it will 
discover the unusual changes in nature first, the cosmic happenings, which will confound them, and 
the significant appearances which they will not be able to explain due to lack of knowledge. They will  
observe and marvel but they will not accept the only true answer that the earth will be shaken to its  
foundations, which could indeed be caused by these phenomena. They won't want to believe it and 
will therefore always argue against it if the Scriptures, the ancient prophecies, are pointed out to them,  
if  they hear the opinion of the believers  or if  the messengers  of My Word proclaim to them the 
approaching end.... And therefore it will be difficult to make the intervention on My part plausible to 
worldly people, because an attempt will be made to explain everything in a purely scientific way. And 
only a few will become aware of these unusual phenomena and therefore ever more assuredly draw 
people's attention to the end.

V

And I will so evidently support their words of admonition and warning that even the scientists will  
apprehensively  admit  their  lack  of  knowledge....  And they  will  discover  a  star  which  will  come 
constantly closer to the vicinity of earth and which will  apparently take an irregular course....  By 
observing its path their attention is drawn to ever new peculiarities.... And they will recognise it as a  
danger to earth.... and at the same time they won't want to believe in its destruction because it will 
never before have been experienced....  But I will  allow it  to happen, because My eternal plan of 
Salvation necessitates something extraordinary which still intends to benefit humanity.... and because 
it shall be an warning sign of the work of destruction which will follow soon afterwards and which 
will bring this period of Salvation to conclusion.... The more the end approaches, the greater will be 
the irregularities which people will experience, because they are meant to take notice and begin to 
wonder about the correspondence with that which is quoted by the believers as the Word of God, as 
predictions by seers and prophets, and endorsed as truth.... And now My spirit also proclaims through 
My servants on earth the near end again and My loudly resounding voice of thunder  before this 
event.... and these very phenomena will bear witness of the truth of My Word.... Pay attention you 
humans, and just look at everything as indications of the end, which I give to all of you so that you do 
not fall prey to ruin, for everything that happens is so important that it would be able to convince you 
if you were of good will.... The time is fulfilled and the end is near....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Sequence of the catastrophic event.... B.D. No. 1538

July 25th 1940

he teachers in the beyond always try to help you in the same way and seek to make you more  
receptive,  yet your heart  is not always willing to receive,  creating obstacles which make the T
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reception more difficult.  Undivided attention has to be paid to the gifts of heaven and all earthly 
thoughts avoided, then the thoughts of the friends in the beyond will find easier access. Divine love 
sends messengers to you who shall reinforce your willingness to receive. They bring you a revelation 
that describes in an understandable way the sequence of the catastrophes which shall decide the life 
and death of each individual person.

Only few people take notice of  the signs  of the coming time.  They are indeed surprised about 
obvious changes or irregularities in nature but nevertheless dismiss it carelessly. They don't recognise 
therein an expression of God's will but merely put it down as a coincidence. And thus, to begin with  
they do not pay any attention to these manifestations when the natural event approaches. People will 
first be made aware of the advancing tempest by whirlwinds. This will happen so suddenly that men 
and animals will find themselves in great difficulty for they will barely be able to manage against the 
violent storm, and this will be the start....

Every now and then violent earth tremors will be felt and the sky will grow dark, a thunderous roar 
will be heard which will be so dreadful that it sends people and animals alike into panic so that they 
try to save themselves by escaping. Yet the darkness will stop them and as their distress becomes 
intense, the roaring grows ever louder, and the earthly tremors ever more violent, the earth will open 
up and huge masses of water will break through from within the earth. And as far as the eye can see....  
water and darkness and an indescribable chaos amongst people who realise their horrendous situation 
with utmost distress. The days before will be so glorious that people are to some extent light-hearted 
and the change will come so suddenly that no one can take earthly precautions, which will be entirely 
pointless anyway for no earthly power can defend against these elements. Only the devout person will 
feel the divine omnipotence now.... and entrusts himself to his Creator.... And although his heart will 
tremble and know fear when he sees the raging of the elements he will nevertheless wait patiently 
until help arrives, for he will continue to send his thoughts up to Him above.

Anyone who has grasped the meaning and purpose of life knows that now the time of decision has 
come for every individual person. And he will try to administer spiritual help wherever possible, he 
will comfort those who are miserable and refer them to God, he will help by kindling a small light in  
utter  darkness....  For  God  will  give  them  the  opportunity  to  work  for  Him....  Those  who  have 
recognised Him and offer themselves to be of service to Him will be assigned a rich field of activity, 
and the seed will fall on good ground, for God spares those who look up to Him or find Him in 
greatest adversity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Catastrophe.... B.D. No. 2246

February 28th 1942

he approaching bad weather catastrophe is of crucial importance for all people insofar as that it 
will  also change world events,  and that  people will  then be facing other  responsibilities  and 

happenings whose effects are no less difficult and distressing. The survivors will have to go through 
worrying times at first, for they won't know if and when this natural disaster will repeat itself. Also, 
many people won't know the whereabouts of their loved ones, many will stay behind all alone and 
forsaken, and sorrow and grief will be everywhere, there will hardly be a house without unhappy 
people, and in the country where God's voice has spoken there will be no town without ruins. And 
then love will have to prove itself, and one will have to help bear the suffering of the other if people 
want to live a life which is at least endurable and not despair altogether. The suffering on earth has 
taken  on  different  shapes  but  people  cannot  be  entirely  alleviated  of  it  as  long  as  they  haven't 
converted to God and tried to fulfil their spiritual task. And this is why even those who so far have 
remained untouched by world events will have to be affected. And thus the world conflagration will be 
followed by an incredibly difficult time which is felt wherever heartlessness is prevalent.

T
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People cannot imagine that a natural disaster of this magnitude is about to happen on earth, and at 
first its extent will not be recognised either, for it will take a long time before the news of it will have  
travelled around the world, and this uncertainty worsens the suffering and worry, since all outside 
contact will have been cut off and will be difficult to re-establish. And the ruling authority will put 
pressure on people and bring them in to carry out work which will almost go beyond their strength,  
and  they  will  be  unable  to  defend  themselves  and  live  a  wretched  life  without  any  prospect  of 
improvement. And yet, such suffering is necessary if people are to be lead to their real purpose, that is, 
to establish contact with God and to appeal to Him for advice and help. And then the Word of God 
shall be made accessible to them, then they shall be informed of God's activity, of His will and His 
divine teaching of love, then they shall be referred to life after death, to the transience of all worldly 
things, to the meaning and purpose of earthly life and their task, which consists of shaping their souls 
and of living a way of life on earth which corresponds to God's will....

The hour will soon arrive when God will speak to humanity such that it will turn the whole world 
into turmoil. For one night will bring unspeakable misery to those people whose countries will be 
affected by this disaster, and the dawning day will be dreadful, for it will present the survivors with a 
sight of devastation which exceeds all fears and all imagination. Yet God's will is irrevocable, for He 
knows that human thinking needs to be shaken up, he know the souls' adversity, and in order to help 
them in their adversity everything will come to pass as it has been predestined since eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Serious warning about God's intervention and consequences.... B.D. No. 7052

March 1st 1958

nly a short time separates you from the day when My voice will so forcefully resound that it  
cannot be ignored by anyone.... You will not live in normal circumstances for much longer. But 

then there will be chaos and you humans will be faced by the immense task of making yours and your 
fellow human beings' lives more tolerable, to gain control of the chaos by helping in extraordinary 
ways and create bearable conditions again with the minimum means at your disposal. For those of you 
who live in the regions which will be hit by a natural disaster of inconceivable proportions will lose 
everything. You humans will not and cannot believe this as yet because a natural event like this has 
never  been  experienced  before....  But  the  subsequent  end  of  this  earth  still  requires  such  an 
intervention on My part because I want to address humanity just once more in order to bring it to its  
senses,  in order to still  save those who are of good will.  And nobody will  be able to ignore this 
language, but whether they will open their hearts and ears will still be up to them. For even then most 
people will turn away from Me, they will remain in the isolation they had previously entered due to 
their unbelief, and they will look for and find all kinds of explanations for this event apart from the 
correct one being that I want to speak to them, that a God wants to reveal Himself and address them in 
order to bring them to their senses, in order to motivate them into contacting Him in greatest adversity 
and danger.

O

Countless people will lose their lives and the survivors will be faced by vast devastation, there will 
be such overwhelming adversity that only firm faith in Me and My help will be able to banish it 
which,  however,  only  few  people  will  possess.  Earthly  things  which  seem  unattainable  will 
nevertheless be possible with My help, and I will often work wonders where true believers trust in Me 
and My help. But the earth has to suffer an upheaval and human hearts, too, must be extraordinarily 
touched in order to help their neighbour in these hard times, and wherever this unselfish love, this will 
to help other people, expresses itself an obvious improvement of the situation will also take place. My 
forceful intervention only serves the purpose that people should put their 'ego' aside for a change and 
practise unselfish neighbourly love.... Then I will also be able to resolve their hardship, then I will be 
able to provide them with the bare essentials,  and I  will  truly take care of those who reveal this 
unselfishness.  Never  before have such harsh conditions  been experienced but  I  have  to  speak as 
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distinctly as that so that everyone can recognise Me in My might, and anyone who pays attention to 
the extraordinary help which could not humanly be expected will also be able to recognise My love.  
Anyone who merely establishes or strengthens a heartfelt bond with Me can always also be assured of 
My help, yet people without faith will be in serious trouble. They will try to help themselves and often 
at the expense of their fellow human beings.... but they will not derive any benefit from it, neither 
earthly nor spiritually....

Not much time will pass until this disastrous event takes place but you humans are being made 
aware of it and that, in itself, is already an incredible grace, for then you will also know Whom you 
must contact, Who can help you in extreme adversity and danger.... This is why I announce this event 
time and again, and anyone who listens should appeal for a firm faith, for strength and vigour, in order 
to remain steadfast. In that case he will indeed take the path to Me, Who alone can help him in this 
adversity.... And he will not need to fear anything, for I will take care of My Own, no matter how.... 
And anyone belongs to My Own who believes in Me, who prays to Me, who thus unites with Me and 
therefore can always be assured of My protection and My help.... And they have the task of referring 
their fellow human beings to Me so that they, too, will take the path to Me when the hour comes 
which will decide the weal and woe of all people....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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The final phase of the end time 

Signs of the last days.... Battle of faith.... Chaos.... B.D. No. 3209

August 2nd 1944

o specify (know?) the moment of spiritual change would not benefit humanity since the precise 
knowledge is an interference with free will, because at the approach of the predicted time the 

human being would feel obliged to change his way of life. But it is not God's will that people shall 
receive knowledge of the day and hour when He sits in judgment over them, they shall only know that 
the end is near and by the signs of the time become aware of this end. However, if devout human 
beings ask Him for clarification He will answer them in a manner that is helpful for the salvation of 
their soul....

T

The Last Judgment is preceded by the last days, which last just a few months and are characterized 
by an exceptionally rigorous battle of faith. As soon as this battle of faith is carried out quite openly, as 
soon as all secrecy is ignored and all spiritual aspirations are bluntly and recklessly attacked, as soon 
as laws and decrees are endorsed which prohibit  people's  spiritual pursuits,  as soon as all  divine 
commandments are no longer observed, as soon as all believers are persecuted and have no more 
rights, the last days have entered into their final phase and the Last Judgment can be expected daily 
and hourly.... However, before this battle of faith flares up, humanity will find itself in a spiritual and 
worldly  chaos;  there  will  be  noticeable  regression  in  every  respect.  And  this  regression  will  be 
initiated by people who are dominated by Satan. He will show himself in earthly devastation and 
destruction,  in heartless laws, in a God- opposing way of life, in civil  disobedience and rebellion 
against the governing powers and in brutal oppression by the latter, in restriction of freedom and in 
evasion of law and justice.

These conditions will ensue after a huge earthly tremor, which takes place in accordance with God's 
will in order to terminate a conflict between nations that human will fails to end. For the people who 
are affected by this earthly tremor it will denote a change of their accustomed way of life, it will be a  
time  of  greatest  deprivation  and  most  difficult  living  conditions,  and  although  this  time  will  be 
favourable for the spreading of the divine Word it  will  not signify a revival of a worldly-clerical 
power. People will indeed eagerly strive to improve their earthly living conditions but these efforts 
will not be compatible with spiritual aspirations, with the belief in an Authority Which holds them to 
account  and  with  the  divine  commandments  that  require  love.  And  that  is  why  everything  that 
interferes with the return to the former good living standard comes under attack. Thus the battle of 
faith will start soon after the divine intervention which turns global affairs into a different direction. 
The events will follow each other quickly as they are hastened by people's low spirit, and this spiritual 
low shows itself in people's heartless actions, in their thinking, which shows extreme depravity and 
which prepares deeds that can only be called satanic. And thereby you can identify the moment in time 
when God's intervention can be anticipated. The global affairs themselves shall be a timetable to you, 
by the actions people are capable of doing you can see that they have totally distanced themselves 
from God and this clearly contradicts the opinion that this human race can still  expect a spiritual 
renaissance.

The people who faithfully remain with God will indeed intensify their intimate relationship with 
Him, they will be in truth His church which will stand firm amid misery and affliction, but it is just a  
small group. The world, however, denies God, it is hostile towards all who support God, and this  
spiritual need signifies that the end is near.... Therefore pay attention to the signs of the time, pay 
attention to humanity's conduct, to their desertion of God and their preference of the world, when 
people are evidently influenced by Satan, when they are enslaved by him and do everything to disobey 
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the divine commandments, when nothing is sacred to them any longer, neither the life of their fellow 
human beings nor their possessions; when lies triumph and the truth is treated with hostility you know 
that the end is not far. Then you can watch the events unfold as they are revealed to you, because it 
will  all  take  place  during  the  lifetime  of  a  man  who,  in  a  manner  of  speaking,  hastens  the 
disintegration,  who  pays  homage  to  the  destructive  principle,  who  is  not  constructively  but 
destructively active. And this man's end is also the end of the world, i.e. the end of the world in its  
present form and the end of those people who presently inhabit the earth, which are separate from 
those who belong to God. And now you know that there is not much time, that you are not given a 
long period of time and that the end is upon you shortly. And for this reason you have to prepare 
yourselves, you have to live as if every day is your last because you don't know when you will be 
called back and whether you will live to see the end of the earth. If, however, you are needed as  
defenders of God during the time of battle before the end, God will also guide your thoughts correctly 
and you will  know when the  time has  come....  the  time  of  the  divine  intervention  by  means  of 
unleashing the forces of nature, the time of the battle of faith and the time of the Last Judgment.... It is  
God's will that you make people aware, thus He will also enlighten your spirit and guide your thoughts 
in a manner that you understand correctly and only voice and reveal to your fellow human beings what 
you have understood properly....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Battle of faith - Antichrist.... B.D. No. 6758

February 10th 1957

he closer the end, the fiercer will the battle between light and darkness rage.... However, you will  
not experience the full horror of the battle until it turns against My followers, when it is planned 

to banish the faith in Me in Jesus Christ,  when the act of Salvation will  become My adversary's 
target.... when people will be demanded to openly confess their faith and brutally forced to renounce 
it. Only then will the hardship and adversity start, the time I have promised My Own I will shorten.... 
And then My adversary's fury will become obvious, for people will lose their inhibitions, nothing will 
hold them back because they will be incited by Satan and shall completely submit to his will. Let it be  
said that there is not much time until this battle of faith, but that it will be preceded by an immense 
crisis on earth which, however, will come from a different source.... It is My will that it shall fall upon 
people so that they can already prove or even strengthen their faith. Precisely this crisis, which will be 
inflicted on humanity through a natural disaster of huge proportions, will be used by many people as a 
reason to already take action against the faith, because now more than ever they will doubt a God and 
Creator Who Himself destroys what He has created. However, anyone who knows the truth will also 
have a correct explanation for everything, and then he can inform his fellow human beings of this 
truth too. Then the ensuing battle of faith can even result in a strong faith in them, which subsequently  
will withstand all the threats the believers will be exposed to.

T

However, the fact that most people will no longer have a living faith is My adversary's doing, who 
therefore will not cease to work against Me and the truth, and he will be far more successful with 
people than the representatives of the pure truth, the true representatives of Christ's teaching.... For 
they rarely will be believed, but My adversary can offer people what he wants.... it will be accepted. 
And that is why it will already have to be clarified in advance, everyone will have to openly and freely 
declare whether they are for or against Me.... Everyone will have to make this decision within himself 
during the coming time of need which comes upon earth due to My will, for when I speak through the 
forces of nature everyone will have to choose: to call upon Me for help or to entirely isolate himself 
from Me.... which is the same as turning to My adversary.... Following this, however, the decision has 
to be taken again publicly: when it will be demanded of you humans in the last battle of faith on this 
earth to testify of Me in Jesus Christ or to deny Me.... But then you, who were instructed in the truth  
by Me Myself, will know that the end has come.... Then you will know that I will shorten the days for  
the sake of My Own, that I will come Myself to help them and release them from their suffering.... 
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that I will gather them from this earth and take them to a place of peace, before I carry out the work of 
destruction, which will mean the end of all created beings on this earth....

If only you would believe what I have announced to you time and again.... the conditions on earth 
should prove My adversary's rage to you already, because he knows that he is running out of time. 
And the fact that he is raging and the earth is populated by his own kind can be recognised by all of 
you and should make you think. Every day is still a blessing for people, for even the most depraved 
person still has the opportunity to change and gain faith in Me before the end.... because I will try 
everything to still snatch souls from My adversary before the end. And anyone with faith in Me will be 
blessed, but the unbelievers will have to share the fate of him whom they followed voluntarily.... And 
you will not go short, even if everything you need to live will be taken away from you.... As soon as 
you  believe  that  I  Myself  will  take  care  of  you,  who  are  persecuted  for  My  name's  sake,  My 
adversary's measures need not frighten you.... For what they take away from you, you will receive 
from Me again, although in a different form, but you will not need to starve for I Myself will satisfy 
your hunger.... For 'behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into 
barns; yet your Heavenly Father feedeth them....

Remember  these  Words,  remember  that  He  Who  created  everything  will  truly  also  be  able  to 
maintain what He has created.... and that He will surely do so when His Own suffer adversity. But the 
time will come when people will try to force you with most brutal measures to forsake your faith....  
and anyone of weak faith will not be able to endure these measures.... Severe tests of faith will be 
imposed on you, but I want to prepare you precisely for this time, then you will be able to be a shining  
example to your fellow human beings, you will be able to demonstrate to them what a firm faith can 
accomplish: that you live despite the fact that everything you need to live will have been taken away 
from you....

Seek always only the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and everything else will be added to  
you. And this promise will then be visibly fulfilled on My Own, on those who stand up for Me and My 
name before the world, who do not fear the earthly power because they feel safe under My protection.  
And only then will it become evident who has a living faith, and there will only be few. Then the 
structures which were built on sand.... which were not built on the rock of faith on which I built My 
church, will collapse too.... It will be a difficult time which no-one would be able to survive had I not 
conveyed the truth to earth in advance, which is an explanation of everything and which alone can 
result in a strong faith.... But error will not give anyone the strength to persevere, and only where there 
is love, can strength of faith also be found.

An extraordinary person will offer himself as a visible cover to My adversary, and this person will 
then instigate the last conflict on earth. Pay attention to this and you will know that the hour of the end 
is very near.... But also pay attention to My messengers from above who will appear at the same time 
in order to guide you with their light, which you should follow.... Pay attention to all of those who 
spiritedly announce My Word and join them, so that the small flock will stay together, so that they can 
constantly  get  light  and  their  faith  can  steadily  grow stronger....  But  to  all  these  I  promise  My 
protection, My Fatherly care and My blessing....

They need not fear to fall prey to this brutal power, for I Myself will come to get them as soon as My 
adversary goes too far, as soon as even My Own are threatened by grave danger.... For this reason I 
will shorten the days, so that My Own will be able to endure and not weaken in view of the measures 
of persecution. But since I can still see a possibility to save individual souls I will also hold My hands 
protectively over those who represent Me before the world, so that the former can gain strength from 
them, so that a Power will be recognised which is stronger than earthly power.... And therefore I will 
also take extraordinary care of My Own, and despite adverse measures they will survive physically 
and spiritually.... And all this will happen soon.... What you cannot suspect today will happen then, but 
that is why already I draw your attention to it, and you, who are taught by Me, also know why it will 
happen....
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The spiritual hardship on earth is evident to you as well, and by the signs of the time you will be  
able to identify the time on the world's clock.... But once this battle of faith flares up you need only  
expect a very short time, because everything will take place especially fast.... For the man chosen by 
My adversary as cover will not have a long life-span, and his regime on earth will not last long. He 
will  be  recognisable  by  his  supernatural  abilities,  for  he  will  be  exceptionally  endowed  by  My 
adversary, and that is why he will work for him and his plans. And even if the whole world pays 
homage to him, you will recognise and see through him.

But then you will have to be very careful and should not deliberately endanger yourselves due to 
excessive zeal.... Then you will have to be as cunning as serpents and as gentle as doves.... But when 
the decision is demanded of you, then you must stand your ground and firmly trust in Me and My 
help.... for no matter how powerful people are, they cannot match My might and a wisp of breath from 
Me would suffice to destroy them.... And thus I will also call a stop to it when the hour has come. I 
will bring those to Me who are in utmost earthly distress but place the oppressors themselves into 
chains, for the time will be up, a period of redemption will come to an end and a new era will start so 
that the deliverance of all spirits can continue....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Calm before the storm.... Visible appearance of the Lord.... B.D. No. 4126

September 19th 1947

 time of anxious misery and suffering lies before you and you can regard the time prior to this,  
the time in which you presently live, as the calm before the storm, during which you can still live 

your  life  within  the  scope  of  tradition,  during  which  you  can  still  speak  of  a  certain  extent  of 
prosperity compared to the poverty and the deprivation which await you afterwards. And yet it will be 
a time of grace, a time when I will be clearly recognisable, when life will only be bearable if you 
deeply unite yourselves with Me in your thoughts, since then you will never be alone but will always 
be able to have Me as your protection. And I will also manifestly reveal Myself to you, I will approach 
individual people in the shape of the One Who harboured Me in all fullness within Himself. And I will 
be recognised wherever people's love for Me is strong, even if I dwell as a human being amongst 
people, for My eyes will tell them who I AM, and their hearts will come aglow with such burning love 
for Me as they would never be able to offer to a fellow human being. I will come to meet them with 
ardent love, I will illuminate them where they lack knowledge and comfort them in hours of distress  
and they will be able to overcome the most difficult situations and not despair, for they will sense My 
help, and wherever I visibly approach them they will be full of strength and profound faith. And once 
this fills a human heart no oppressive adversity will be able to exist anymore, for then they will only 
utterly rely on Me and I will truly not disappoint their faith. Yet anyone who lives without Me will 
hardly be able to endure this time. I cannot leave him in his spiritual adversity and will therefore have 
to sorely strike him with earthly adversity until his opposition against Me slackens, until he starts to 
believe and expects help from Me....

A

Thus all of you will be subjected to anxious distress and suffering through which I want to win you 
over completely. Nevertheless, you also have abundant strength and grace at your disposal which will 
help you to gain Me. I only want your love and once I own it I will come to meet you.... in the last 
days even visibly in order to strengthen your and other people's faith, because you are in need of 
extraordinary strengthening and consolation. Consequently, you won't need to fear the difficult time 
ahead of you either, for you will survive it with My help. Nevertheless, it will remain a time of grace, 
and the yoke I impose upon you will be an easy one if only you make correct use of the gift of grace. 
To be allowed to behold Me with your physical eyes is truly worth the cross you will have to bear 
until the end. Yet I will also offer Myself as a bearer of the cross to those who take refuge in Me and 
appeal to Me for My help.... And for their sake I will shorten the days until the end. I know every 
individual person's problems, and those who are faithful to Me are My true children who will really 
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not call upon Me in vain for help. Therefore don't let My announcement frighten you, approach the 
coming events determinedly and calmly, detach yourselves from the world and wait for Me.... And I 
will  come....  at  first  appearing  to  individual  people,  in  order  to  then  fetch  My  Own  into  My 
kingdom.... in order to lead them away from the place of perdition into to the kingdom of peace, where 
their life will be as blissful as in paradise....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The last day will come suddenly and unexpected.... B.D. No. 5305

January 28th 1952

 sudden end is being announced to you.... This has to be understood in a way that no-one is able 
to determine the day, that no-one knows the day which only My Own will be able to discern in 

view of the immense, almost unbearable adversity that has also been announced as an event occurring 
before the end. Many people certainly know that the time of the end has started and that it, sooner or 
later, will finish with this day.... they know this because it is talked about everywhere but they don't  
believe  it  so  firmly  as  to  prepare  themselves  for  this  day.  Worldly  people  will  be  seized  by  a 
tremendous  craving  for  pleasure,  ever  more  greedily  they  pay  homage  to  worldly  pleasure  and 
unscrupulously enjoy themselves at the expense of others, their wishes and demands become ever 
greater, and they sneeringly laugh at those who, in their belief in Me, ignore worldly pleasures, and 
cause them harm wherever possible. The world lives in sin.... And this shall be your certain sign, for 
you will experience things you wouldn't believe possible.... The evil conduct of your fellow men will 
reveal the hour on the world clock....

A

And despite the fact that you will be able to observe everything and that the signs of the time are 
completely obvious, you, too, will be taken by surprise, for the end will come sooner than you think.... 
The  end  will  come  from  one  day  to  the  next,  that  is,  the  activity  of  the  world  will  pulsate 
extraordinarily sprightly and make people believe that they are on top of life, that they are in control 
and can shape their life to their liking.... My Own will closely watch this commotion and anticipate the 
downfall, yet they, too, believe that the Judgment will still be delayed in view of people's seething joy 
of life although their nature is appalling and heartless. However, the harassments by the latter will 
grow and I Myself will stop them.... For this reason I will come suddenly and unexpectedly even for  
My Own, for the sins of worldly people are disgraceful, Satan oversteps his authority and therefore his 
hour has come.... When no-one expects it the day will come which has been determined from the 
start.... the last day on this earth, which brings fear and horror for those people who belong to Satan, 
but which also signifies deliverance for My Own from utmost adversity.... the day of Judgment, when 
it will come to pass what has been proclaimed in Word and Scripture....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Stormy times before the Last Judgment.... Paradise.... B.D. No. 3606

November 20th 1945

he Last Judgment will put an end to all abominations and peace will be on Earth for a long time. 
There will be a state of divine order on earth where only peace will reign, where love will unite  

all people, where the individual person's love will also guarantee God's working through His spirit,  
where everyone will be able to hear God's voice and be exceedingly happy to know God is so close to  
him....  where  God will  also  visibly  dwell  amongst  His  Own in  an  as  yet  inconceivable  way for 
present-day people....  People on the new earth will live in paradise again, in harmony of soul, in 
yearning  for  God and  His  love  and in  constant  fulfilment  of  their  longing.  And all  evil  will  be  
banished for a long time.... Yet before this state can come to pass on Earth a storm must sweep across 
it with a purifying and devastating effect, a storm which only people with profound faith and loyalty 
to God will stand up to. They will suffer great distress yet their later time on the new earth will amply  

T
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compensate them for all previous adversities and afflictions. For as soon as evil has lost its power they 
will no longer be harassed and most blissful peace on Earth will be their fate.... This is why the final  
stormy time should not be dreaded by the believers, for God's will is above all happenings, God's love 
will  work amongst  His Own and His power will  overcome Satan's  power at  the right  time.  And 
regardless of what will threaten the believers, worldly power, human hatred and unkindness will be 
unable to prevent the coming bliss on Earth or in the kingdom of the beyond for those who will 
remain loyal to God....

They cannot kill the soul although they want to kill the body. Yet God will even prevent this because 
He wants His Own to inhabit the paradise of the new earth.... because they are intended to form the 
root of the new generation and because they shall be compensated for their previous time of distress as 
a sign of God's greater than great love which wants to provide His Own with a blissful fate on Earth. 
Therefore they will also be endowed by God with extraordinary strength with which they will be able 
to overcome all evil and which will enable them to stand up to the worst hostility. For the bulwark of 
their faith will be most violently shaken.... And only in those who have overcome their desire for the 
earthly world will the strength arise to offer resistance. But anyone who will still allow himself to be 
captivated by the appeal of the world will relinquish all resistance, he does not belong to the flock of  
those faithful to God, he will sell his soul for ill-reward, for whatever he believes himself to have 
gained will crumble on the Day of Judgment.... And all atrocities will come to an end on this day.... all 
God-opposing spirits will be banished and a state of calm will ensue in the whole of the universe, a 
state of peaceful activity which is incomparable to the peace of death. The latter is the fate of the 
banished spirits which will be bound in utter weakness within solid matter and for an infinitely long 
time be unable to become active.... And this is the time you humans are approaching, and you don't 
have much time left. If you want to be successful during the last days before the day of Judgment you 
must still diligently work at improving yourselves, you must contact God increasingly more sincerely, 
you must draw strength for yourselves daily and hourly and constantly remain in prayer in order to 
always receive strength as soon as you open your heart and desire God's grace and strength. And He 
will be and remain with His Own until the end, He will dwell with them in the paradise of the new 
earth and stay inextricably united with them for all eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

2 Peter 3:10.... B.D. No. 8066

December 21st 1961

he day of the Lord will come as a thief in the night....  the day when I will reveal Myself to 
humanity with a voice of thunder which will be heard by everyone and which no human being 

will be able to avoid.... For sooner or later the act of transforming the earth will have to take place, 
sooner or later order must be established once again; the earth must again become a place of education 
for the souls which should mature fully and reach perfection.  And this  day has been planned for 
eternity, My plan is based on the fact that a transformation like that will occur one day because the 
human race itself will provide the reason for it.... which was certainly recognised by My wisdom.... 
And thus My power will also implement the plan and you can expect this day with certainty.... it will  
bring one period of Salvation to an end and a new one will start, as it is proclaimed in Word and 
Scripture.... Time and again I point this out to you, but since you humans don't believe, since you don't 
take My Words seriously, it will take you by surprise, for even if My adversary reigns on Earth in the 
last days, even if he brings people so completely under his control that they lose all faith and in the 
end are true devils which oppress My Own and cause them utmost distress, they will nevertheless be 
equally horrified when My Own are lifted up before their eyes and they realise that they cannot be 
saved anymore, that they will fall prey to an act of destruction themselves, that there is no way out 
anymore and that the earth will devour them.... For there is no other way to purify the earth; all living 
creations will have to be dissolved and the spiritual substances within be placed into new forms.... a 
comprehensive cleansing work has to take place so as to re-establish order, which will also guarantee 
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progression for the spiritual beings and which will completely exclude My adversary's activity for a 
period of time, on account of which he and his followers will be constrained for a long time.

This day of the end is proclaimed to you humans over and over again, yet only a few believe in it  
and even these few have no idea how close it is.... yet I will repeat My admonitions and warnings until 
the end, until the end I will address everyone and draw your attention to it, and until the end every one 
of you will still have the opportunity to avoid the horror of this end.... And therefore don't pity those 
who leave you, whom I take from this life prematurely.... don't pity them, for their fate is better than 
yours who live until the end and don't believe.... They still have the opportunity to attain light in the  
beyond, but the former continue to descend ever deeper, for I know that they would also choose the 
path to the abyss in the kingdom of the beyond, that they would not make use of the blessings of an  
early death; after all, I know the state of every soul and accordingly also shape its earthly destiny. And 
even if it is difficult to believe in an end of this earth, people will nevertheless have no excuse for they 
should only live righteously, then their end will not result in their banishment into hard matter, then 
they will either belong to My Own, whom I will return to the new earth, or they will still be recalled 
before and then they will not go astray either.... But it is better that they prepare themselves for an 
approaching end, that they take the possibility into account of being suddenly faced by an act of 
destruction from which there will be no more escape.... Anyone who reflects on these thoughts just 
once  will  certainly  also  find  the  path  to  Me,  to  the  Creator  of  heaven  and  earth,  Who brought 
everything forth from Him and therefore can also destroy everything again.... And I would like to 
rescue all of you from ruin; consequently I will bring the final work of destruction on earth home to  
you time and again .... And anyone who believes will not have to fear this day either, for he will 
prepare himself, and even if he is still weak and not perfect, he will nevertheless find a merciful Judge 
Who will not condemn him but help him attain eternal life....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Make use of the time of grace 

Period of grace until the divine intervention.... B.D. No. 3396

January 7th 1945

t  will  still  take  a  little  while  before  God  will  visibly  manifest  Himself,  before  the  cycle  is 
completed, before the hour has come when the extent of human atrocities has gone too far. Yet it  

will not be a long period of time, you humans are given only a very brief period of grace in order to 
distance yourselves from those behaving disgracefully before God because they violate their fellow 
human being in a most ruthless way.... However, God allows it to come to the worst so that people will 
still learn to recognise which way they are heading.... For only this realisation will motivate them to 
change. Every day is important as for many people it is the last one, it can be decisive for the whole of 
eternity, but many others will only have a few days left until their temporal end has come, and this is 
why God still hesitates although the event is inevitable and His plan has been determined from the 
beginning. However, people's low level gave rise to it much sooner, their heartlessness made the day 
overdue before its time, so that every day is a gift of grace by God bestowed upon humanity by His  
forbearance  and  mercy.  And  thus  every  day  can  still  be  utilised  and  offers  many  people  the 
opportunity to change, if only they are of good will. Therefore they are constantly informed of the 
divine intervention, both through His Word as well as through people's exchange of ideas who are 
mentally advised from above about the forthcoming event. Everyone can form an opinion about that 
which is imparted to him, everyone can think about the events in the world as well as the end of it, and 
the thought of a supernatural intervention in world events will not just occur to a few, and then a 
person will still be able to hold himself to account regarding his attitude towards good and evil.

I

Every human being will be warned, directly and indirectly, and if he heeds the warning he will be 
able to derive benefit for his soul. For then he will also recognise the divine intervention as such, he 
will learn to believe and be saved, even if he loses his earthly life. And because God still wants to  
open people's ears for His call He will not sound His voice prematurely.... Yet the designated period of 
time cannot be exceeded according to divine order.... And people should assume that every day is the 
announced one when He reveals Himself and His Power. For what He has proclaimed will happen 
without fail, God merely keeps the time concealed. Yet the day will come like a thief in the night.... 
unexpectedly and causing a large amount of material damage.... And only someone whose heart no 
longer  clings to  earthly goods,  who has united himself  with God and knows himself  always and 
forever protected by Him will not be fearful. These, however, are instructed by Him to constantly refer 
people to the fact that He will manifest Himself, and to admonish them to choose the right path which 
leads to Him, so that they, too, will take refuge in Him in the hour of affliction and find protection and 
help in Him....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Utilizing the time of grace before the end.... B.D. No. 5729

July 21st 1953

ou cannot delay the end anymore, for the time is fulfilled which God determined from the start 
in  the  knowledge  of  your  will,  since  this  strives  relentlessly  downwards  and  needs  to  be 

constrained anew. Every individual person can still shape himself such that he will not belong to those 
who will fall prey to a renewed banishment and also influence his fellow human beings so that they  
will be protected from the worst judgment. The time is fulfilled.... it means that the day of the end, the  
day when the material creations on this earth will be disintegrated, can be expected at any hour, even 
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if no time has been given to you humans, because this knowledge would only result in utter confusion 
but be of no benefit to anyone. Yet it will happen as you were told.... and the last days will pass by in  
what seems like an instant, for they are only the end of that which was predicted to you long before.... 
The days of Judgment are already here and everyone can see it if he looks around with open eyes, yet 
what only concerns individual people at the moment will extend to all  people, suffering,  distress, 
mortal fear, adversity and despair.... Everyone will experience it, for the forces of hell are let loose, 
they rage and provoke wherever something can still be destroyed and they always find willing people 
whom they can use to cause all kinds of damage. However, everyone is able to apply for help from 
God, every person has virtuous spiritual forces by his side which he only needs to call upon to protect 
him from danger of body and soul.... Anyone who entrusts himself to God and His messengers of light 
can very confidently anticipate the end.

The time you humans were given for your souls' maturation is fulfilled and the day of the end has  
been determined from the very beginning. But you don't know when it will happen and can therefore 
even now still tackle the work of improving your soul, for every hour you turn your thoughts upwards 
is beneficial for you, since you establish the connection with the spiritual world from whence you 
originate.... Just try to detach your thoughts from the world, don't let yourselves be controlled by the 
world and its possessions so as not to allow matter to become your fate for an infinitely long time to 
come.... Let your thoughts wander into a higher sphere and try to ascend to it. You will be able to do 
so because countless spiritual forces offer support to you, because they will carry you if you request  
them to do so. You can overcome the world if only you seriously want to. Use every day you are still 
given as an extraordinary gift of grace but bear in mind that every day can also be the last one for you 
and that only a very short time separates you from the end of this earth. For the end is not only granted 
to individual people but to the whole human race, because the law of eternal order is coming to pass  
and this law has existed for eternity. What you humans regard as a delay is part of the plan of eternity 
and can only be assessed as a delay insofar as that people already have reached the low spiritual level  
before the time which results in a disintegration of Earth.... However, God is merciful and will not  
pass  Judgment  ahead of  the  time....  In  His  love  He  still  seeks  to  save  people  and  distributes 
remarkable gifts of grace which are intended to contribute towards the redemption, but He will not 
change the Day of Judgment and announces it  ever more admonishingly and warningly....  Yet He 
meets with little belief and the end draws ever closer.... And despite all predictions by His seers and 
prophets it will take humanity by surprise. And he who believes will be blessed, only he who believes 
will prepare himself even if he does not know the hour of the Lord's coming.... but he expects his 
coming and perseveres until the end....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Calm before the storm.... Forearmed fighters.... B.D. No. 6271

May 31th 1955

eep yourselves ready so that  I  will  find an army of prepared fighters when I  lead you into 
battle.... Don't let yourselves be deceived by the apparent peacefulness around you, by the fact 

that  global  affairs  seem to  calm down,  and don't  let  this  make you become half-hearted  in  your 
spiritual striving.... Don't think that My intervention will be delayed, that there will still be a long 
postponement of that which I always and forever announced to you.... It is the calm before the storm, 
it is the time in which all people are still able to take stock of themselves, in which they should also 
withdraw into solitude and not solely pay homage to the pleasures of the world and thoughtlessly live 
from day to day.... It is still a time of grace which I grant to all people so that they won't be able to say 
that they, in their constant worry and physical anxiety, have had no opportunity to take care of their 
spiritual wellbeing.... Yet My faithful followers should not let themselves be deceived and consider the 
time of peace as the calm before the storm....  For it  will only be of short  duration,  and suddenly 
everything will change, and then it will be too late for many people because they didn't make use of 
the short period of grace in order to gather strength for the impending time.... My Own, however, shall 
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prepare themselves, for the battle will be severe, which will be waged for the sake of My name. And it 
will also require much strength in order to do justice to all the other demands.... For this you should 
also gather strength, which you will only be able to do by keeping in continuous contact with the 
spiritual kingdom, by constantly working at improving your soul, by turning your thoughts away from 
the world and by penetrating the spiritual spheres ever more, whose inhabitants are always at your 
service on My instructions....

Every spiritually directed thought will be blessed, and just like the earthly world is incessantly active 
by pursuing earthly interests, so will the spiritual world work and help to build up the kingdom which 
is not of this world.... It will not be so evident to you humans but My Own will be full of strength as 
soon as their thoughts apply to Me and their spiritual activity.... This is why My Own will also be 
noticeably guided, so that they will not tire in their striving, so that they will not interrupt their contact 
with Me, so that the world will not hold them captive when they are as risk of getting weak.... for My 
adversary is exceedingly diligently at work because he believes that the time is in his favour.... And so 
it is, for people greatly hunger for the world.... and My adversary will satisfy this in an obvious way.... 
He will give to people whatever he has to offer and they don't realise how dangerous an earthly life of 
luxury and earthly pleasures are for their salvation of soul.... However, the forces of light are just as 
diligently active,  it  is  just  that they don't  find access with many people where My adversary has 
already found his way in. But My Own will feel the increased working of the world of light and be 
happy when the time comes that I will need them.... And then I will make sure that the flock of My 
Own will not become smaller, I will always be present with them so that their love and loyalty for Me 
will constantly grow, so that they will be willing to make sacrifices and do whatever it takes to be of 
service to Me and to live in accordance with My will.... so that they will fearlessly take up the battle 
when it matters to prevail over the enemy when the time has come....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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There is not much time left 

Announcement of the end.... 'You only have little time left....' B.D. No. 4457

October 11th 1948

ou don't have much time left and seriously ought to prepare yourselves for the day when an act 
of destruction will happen the likes of which has never been experienced before. And although I 

keep  announcing  it,  you  nevertheless  doubt  My Words  and  are  therefore  slow in  your  work  of 
improving your soul. And you only have a little time left.... But I cannot make you aware of it by any 
other means than through My Word; if you don't believe it you will be shocked when the last signs 
start to appear. Although shortly before I will indeed warn you once again, yet even these Words will 
not be believed by you anymore than the previous announcements because you will be incensed by 
My forbearance and can't understand that I Am waiting for the sake of the souls yet to be saved, even 
though the time has long been fulfilled. Some can still be saved, I want to spare them the infinitely 
long path of a re-embodiment on the new earth and Am therefore patient and wait. However, even the 
final extension of time will come to an end, therefore take My Words seriously that you only have a  
little time left and that you will regret every day you have not used correctly for your soul.

Y

And world events will change surprisingly quickly, just a few days will suffice in order to place you 
into a completely new situation. And then you ought to remember My Words and consider spiritual 
issues as being more important than earthly ones, for worrying about the latter is irrelevant since you 
cannot keep anything for yourselves if I won't retain it for you, and that it is up to My will and My 
might to physically protect and take care of you. Always consider your soul, be helpful and generous 
when you come across adversity, and enter into heart-felt contact with Me so that you will receive the  
strength to endure and to do justice to all requirements of life. Constantly draw strength from My 
Word, for it is a source of strength which can refresh you and which will never run dry. Be always 
ready for Me and I will not abandon you, regardless of what happens to you....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Serious reference to the end.... B.D. No. 5219

September 26th 1951

our days are numbered....  You won't live on this  earth for long anymore,  your lives will  be 
shortened because the time I granted humanity for its salvation has come to an end, and you, 

who are presently alive, belong to those who will live to see the end.... I will certainly still recall many 
beforehand whose souls would not survive the last battle for Me and My kingdom, and many will die 
far and wide, and the various reasons will not make you humans aware of the fact that the last action 
has already started, that it is already an act of mercy, because I give those souls the opportunity to 
continue their process of development in the kingdom of the beyond, which will no longer be possible 
once the last day has come.... You all have not much time left yet none of you know if he will not be 
snatched from the midst of life earlier, no-one knows when his hour has come.... Don't mourn those 
who go before you, for they are recalled by My love; but often remember them in your prayer so that 
they will make use of the blessings which will also be granted to them in the afterlife. I seriously 
admonish you all to prepare yourselves for your last hour, for you don't have much time left. I urgently 
warn you through the events in the world, and if only you kept your eyes open you would recognise 
the gravity of the hour, for I clearly speak to you through the signs of the time.
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However, you humans only have eyes for the world, you give the world your every attention but fail  
to think of Me, and irritably you shrug everything off what could draw your attention to Me and the 
end.... You don't want to believe and therefore remain untouched by all happenings which only too 
clearly demonstrate the truth of My Word to you. It is high time.... yet not in a worldly sense but for  
penance, for a change of will, for turning back and for reflection.... Don't remain indifferent when I 
admonish you for whatever it may be.... Ask yourselves in what state you are in when you are being 
called to leave the earth and to enter through the gate of death into eternity....  Ask yourselves as 
whether you will be able to stand before My eyes and believe that the hour will soon arrive when your  
earthly life comes to an end.... Therefore, only take care of your souls and turn your eyes away from 
the world, for it will perish, the soul, however, is everlasting and its fate in eternity will be according 
to your way of life on Earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Spiritual turning point.... The approach of night.... B.D. No. 6250

May 5th 1955

ou humans cannot expect a spiritual revival on  this earth anymore, for all forces of hell have 
been let loose which work on My adversary's instructions and truly have immense influence over 

people,  because  due  to  the  extent  of  their  own  lack  of  spirituality  they  don't  recognise  who  is  
controlling them. A spiritual turning point can no longer take place anymore, yet individual people can 
still be led onto the right path, individual people will still accomplish a change in themselves, and for 
the sake of these individuals everything will still be done before the end arrives. However, it will be 
strikingly  obvious  how  rapidly  humanity  slides  down,  how  increasingly  deeper  it  descends  into 
darkness and shuns the light.... it will be obvious how brutally the light of truth will be fought against, 
how much the unbelief comes to the fore, how far away from God people live yet pay homage to My 
adversary.... And therefore there can be no delay anymore because there is no further prospect that a 
change will ever take place unless I accomplish this change Myself.... but in a way which is unwanted 
by humanity.... by putting an end to everything and creating a new beginning.... The time span until  
the end is exceedingly short yet no-one knows the day, and therefore everyone strives half-heartedly, 
even My believers don't imagine it to be forthcoming so soon as to diligently work for their souls.... 
But I keep telling you time and again: You will be approaching it shortly.... I must reiterate this call 
over and over, I must incite you to be extremely active, I must also ask My servants to do their work 
ever more eagerly, because it is important and can still save individual people from ruin when the end 
arrives, which I announced on and on.... Although the events in the world will have to take their  
natural course, and this also places My Own into a certain state of calm, yet time and again I say to 
you: The end will arrive suddenly.... the day will dawn unexpectedly and end differently than usual.... 
it will be followed by an everlasting night and the light of day will only shine again for the few who 
are  and  will  remain  My  Own  despite  the  testing  hostilities  and  pursuits  by  My  adversary.... 
Admittedly, you still have to face the time of the battle of faith yet even this will only last for a short 
period of time, because it will be extremely fiercely waged, so that the day of My coming to earth will  
be precipitated by people themselves.... Events will very quickly follow each other and yet appear to 
people as completely natural occurrences which deserve no special merit.... hence they will not want 
to associate these events with the shortly approaching end....

Y

For this reason it will also take My Own by surprise, for I will come like a thief in the night....  
because no-one will think of it if the announced event still appears to be far away. If only you humans  
believed that your attention is merely drawn to it so that you can prepare yourselves.... Your remorse 
will be painful, for all of you still do far too little for the salvation of your soul. Earthly life was not 
given to  you as  an  end  in  itself,  and  every  day could  be  utilised  such that  you could  attain  an 
incredible abundance of light which will  provide you with incomparable beatitude in the spiritual 
kingdom.... and one day you will realise this and sorrowfully remember the insufficiently used time on 
earth. But at the time of the end no-one believes or understands it, the prevailing low spiritual level 
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can almost not be thought worse anymore, for you humans are unable to see that which is open before 
My  eyes,  you  humans  must  believe  what  cannot  be  proven  to  you,  and  this  also  includes  the 
termination of this earthly period, which is of great spiritual significance. You must, if you don't want 
to believe or think yourselves unable to believe, make an effort to live a life of unselfish love, and then 
you will feel within yourselves that you are approaching a completely different era.... And you will not 
go astray, for I take pity on all those who don't entirely belong to My adversary and help them to  
progress further in the kingdom of the beyond, if their earthly life comes to an end before the Last 
Judgment.... An extremely dark night is approaching, the day soon comes to an end but as yet there is 
still light.... you are still able to use the light of the day and ignite a light within yourselves which will 
never be extinguished again.... And then you need not fear the approaching night....

But woe to you if you are sluggish.... if you believe that the day will never end.... Woe to you if you 
live from day to day without  considering your  soul....  And to those of  you who don't  fear  death 
because you believe that you will cease to exist.... I say that you will experience death with all its 
terrors and that you will be unable to escape these terrors.... Then you will no longer be able to discard 
your life for you cannot cease to exist, you will continue to live even in the state of death, you will 
have to suffer agonies which you cannot get away from.... For spiritual death is far worse than the 
death of the body, which can also be your admission into a blissful  life.... Listen to My call from 
above, let yourselves be warned and admonished.... Don't be indifferent and let these Words pass your 
ears unheeded but vividly imagine the hardship which will await you if you don't give credence to My 
Words.... You will constantly be able to observe the signs of the end, yet everything will happen so 
naturally that you certainly could believe but don't have to. Nevertheless, your beatitude depends on 
your belief, for only the believer will prepare himself, he will remember Me and stay in contact with 
Me, even when the work of disintegration has begun. For time has run out and in keeping with divine 
order, what has been determined in My eternal plan of Salvation will come to pass. The earth will be 
transformed and with it all living creations, so that all spiritual substances will be engendered into 
those forms again in which they belong according to their degree of maturity.... The divine order will 
be restored again, because there is no other way to guarantee the spirits' higher development, yet the 
goal of My love is only ever this higher development which intends to bring you, My living creations,  
closer to Me again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Admonitions improving the soul work 

Serious wake-up call.... B.D. No. 5397

May 22nd 1952

ou don't have much time left.... Time and again I have to say this to you for you don't take My 
Words seriously, you are living in the midst of the world and cannot believe that everything 

around you will cease to exist one day and that only that will remain which is everlasting.... your soul.  
Time and again I want to admonish you to seriously envisage what kind of state your soul will then be 
in. Time and again I want to warn you against focussing your every thought and intention on acquiring 
earthly goods, on improving your earthly situation.... it is a futile effort, for you will not keep anything 
when your time has come, the time when you will either be recalled or when everything around you 
disintegrates. You really should believe that you are wasting your energy, that you work for nothing, 
that it is merely temporary prosperity which might still provide you with a few comfortable days of 
life but which is unfavourable for the soul if you don't consider it first and diligently aim to gain 
spiritual  possessions.  You  may  certainly  enjoy  a  good  living  standard  if  you  use  your  earthly 
possessions correctly, if you share them with those suffering poverty and hardship, if you manage your 
possessions beneficially, if you regard them as having been received from Me and show your gratitude 
by practicing active neighbourly love,  by alleviating hardship in an earthly and spiritual way and 
thereby live an exemplary life for your fellow human beings and motivate them to also live a life of 
love.... Then earthly prosperity will have positive consequences, then your soul will not have to starve, 
then you are considering your soul first and need not be afraid of the forthcoming events.... But woe 
to those who only pay attention to their physical life.... it will be taken from them and the poverty they 
suffer in the spiritual kingdom will be a dreadful burden to them....

Y

Believe that you are facing immense events, believe that you are only granted a little time longer, 
make every effort to attain spiritual possessions before it is too late.... Everything you acquire of an 
earthly nature will be lost to you; take care that you will possess spiritual goods; I seriously admonish 
you so that you cannot say that you were not informed of that which is irrevocably granted to you....  
Don't turn a deaf ear to My advice and warning, they are My loving calls which come to you through a 
human mouth and intend to protect you from a dreadful fate and which I will repeat in a different way 
for those earthly children who are unwilling to listen and believe.... My admonishing wake-up call will 
very soon resound so forcefully that it will make you tremble. I want to speak to you once more  
through the forces of nature and call to you from above: Wake up, you sleepers.... pluck up courage 
and stop being feeble.... don't look for worldly pleasures and everything of a transient nature; try to 
gain My kingdom and consider your true Self.... consider your soul, whose fate in eternity is prepared 
by yourselves.... Once again I Am telling you: Shortly after this final wake-up call the last Judgment 
will follow and the disintegration of Earth and the end of everything that lives on it will take place....  
That is why you humans are in such great danger, because you don't want to recognise and believe that 
your end has come or you would yet prepare yourselves and pay no further attention to the world and 
its commodities.... The time I have granted to you is over and until the very end I will still try to save 
souls, hence My love constantly calls to people to take stock of themselves, to do penance and to turn 
back, for I don't want them to go astray.... I only want them to become blissfully happy....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Every day is a gift.... B.D. No. 5507

October 14th 1952

very day is still a gift for you which you should use wisely, for you will never be able again to 
catch up on that which you neglect to do on earth, even if it is still possible for you to continue 

your  higher  development  in  the  spiritual  kingdom.  However,  you can  achieve  far  more  on  earth 
because you have strength at your disposal which you will lack in the spiritual realm if you have failed 
on earth. It will be a completely different situation for your soul once it has left the body if it has no 
spiritual strength to take along, which it is certainly able to acquire here on earth and which will  
signify an incredible wealth for the soul in the spiritual kingdom. Here on earth it can be active and 
gather spiritual possessions every hour and every day.... but in the beyond it requires support from 
loving beings in order to receive just a small gift of strength, and ruefully it will remember the time it 
wasted on earth the moment it realises what it had neglected to do. Every day you still live on earth is 
a gift from God, where you can be freely active and able to acquire much for yourselves, yet you will  
only gain spiritual possessions by using this time in keeping with God's will, hence you are always 
admonished accordingly, because every day will be irrevocably lost if you don't live with eternity in 
mind, if you only use it to meet worldly requirements, since you only attain earthly possessions which 
are transient.

E

The end will come to each one of you before long, only a few will live to see the final end, but the  
majority will already be recalled before they descend into the abyss. For the last days will make great 
demands on a person's free will who should work for his soul but only takes cares of and works for the 
body. Only few people will avail themselves of the last days as is necessary to be able to enter the  
realm of light, however, most people fail to consider their soul, they don't listen to the admonitions 
and warnings which God's love and mercy still sends to them, they do not believe.... and that will be  
their downfall.... And God's mercy will prematurely remove those from earth where the possibility still 
exists that they will be able to ascend on the other side, if only under far more difficult conditions than 
on earth. Yet where this prospect is no longer given people will keep their physical life until the end in  
order to then approach a dreadful  fate  due to their  total  failure....  to be engendered into material 
creations again for the purpose of advancing again from the abyss to the pinnacle.... Every day is still 
a gift for you humans which you should use to the best of your ability.... Live life according to God's 
will and only be active and work for the life of your soul, for the earth will disappear and with it 
everything that exists on it....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Consider the end.... B.D. No. 6439

December 30th 1955

 send the same admonition to all human beings: Consider your end. For it is granted to all of you; 
right now you all have to count on a natural recall from this earth when your hour has come. But 

many of you will have to leave earthly life prematurely, because I don't want to let them fall into My 
adversary's hands since their resistance is not strong enough to resist his coercion in the last days....

I
However, even the people who will experience the end will have to count on a shorter lifespan than 

they would naturally expect, for this end will happen to you soon.... And you humans are not yet 
mature enough to anticipate  this  end without  reservations....  And thus,  in  view of the near  end I 
admonish you all to make every effort to improve your soul. I caution you to live consciously and not  
to let a day go by without having done a kind deed, without having offered your soul a gift to help its 
ascent.... I urgently remind you all to accept My Word, to let yourselves be addressed by Me in My 
Word and thereby also receive the strength to help you ascend.... Don't just live your earthly life but 
engross yourselves at least once a day in My Word, briefly communicate with Me and commend 
yourselves to Me and My grace....
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Just a heartfelt thought to Me is already refreshment for your soul, and if you read or hear My Word 
in silent devotion you will provide your soul with the nourishment that will help it mature for sure. I 
only admonish you humans to live consciously.... to remember that your life will not last much longer 
and that you will prepare a bearable fate for your soul after the death of its body....

Don't let the time you have left until the end slip away.... don't let it pass by without using it for your 
soul, and you only provide for your soul when you entertain spiritual thoughts, when you make mental 
contact with your God and Creator of eternity, Who is Father of you all, Who would like to admit you 
into His kingdom but requires your own will to do so: to create a state of soul which allows its entry 
into My kingdom.... Therefore I admonish you time and again: Consider the end....

As long as you stand in the midst of life you will always resist this idea because you don't know that  
you can be granted an extremely blissful fate afterwards.... But My love would like to grant you a  
blissful fate, consequently you will constantly hear these Words of exhortation from above, because 
you yourselves have to  want to become blissfully happy....  Every pensive hour, every moment of 
inner reflection will be of utmost benefit for you.... Yet woe to those who will never find time for this,  
who are so attached to the world that they are incapable of detaching themselves for a short time.... 
For they are firmly under My adversary's control from which they will hardly be able to escape if they 
are not helped through loving intercession, through calling upon Jesus Christ to be helped by Him 
directly.... You can call upon Me at any time and I will hear you, for I want to release you from his 
chains and not prolong your captivity....

Consider the end.... and consider the state of your souls. Call upon Me for help.... This is what My 
never-ending admonitions intend to achieve, that you will remain in contact with the only One Who 
can help you....  that  you will  direct  your eyes and appeals heavenwards  and become and remain 
conscious of the fact that you will not live forever on this earth....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Prepare yourselves for the approaching time! 

Reference  to  a  natural  disaster....  Urgent  admonition  to 
prepare.... 

B.D. No. 3949

January 1st 1947

y call goes to all those of you who receive My Word: Prepare yourselves for the coming time 
which  will  considerably  change  your  circumstances  of  life,  which  will  confront  you  with 

immense spiritual and earthly tasks and which you therefore cannot take seriously enough if you don't 
want to damage to your soul. For you must already draw strength in advance because overwhelming 
requirements will be demanded of you, both spiritually as well as earthly. Earthly life will burden you 
so heavily that you will only be able to endure it with Me and My help, and therefore you must first of 
all remain in contact with Me, you must not waver in your faith and think that I have forsaken you, for 
you can only find comfort and strength in your faith in Me, then you will come to Me and I will help  
you. And although many people around you will lose faith in view of the immense adversity which 
will irrevocably occur.... remain steadfast and devoted to Me in your heart and you will feel Me and 
My presence, you will always find the help which I had promised you. As yet you are unable to  
believe that which I have proclaimed to you time and again, as yet it still seems questionable to you 
that  I  Myself  will  visibly  appear....  Nevertheless,  the  hour  comes constantly  closer  and with  it  a 
complete  change of  your  normal  living  conditions....  And you should  prepare  yourselves  for  this 
already by detaching yourselves from all material things in advance, by leaving your further lifestyle 
entirely up to Me and in complete faith in Me only take care of your soul. For regardless of how much 
care you take you will be unable to keep earthly things if I consider it more helpful for you to lose 
them.... Yet whatever I want you to keep will not be touched by the forces of nature through which I 
will manifest Myself.

M

Believe that I direct everyone's fate according to My love and wisdom and that any anxious worry 
by you is unfounded. I Myself look after My Own such that they will still be able to achieve as much 
maturity of soul as possible on Earth.

The time until the end is but short and for many people it will also signify a shortened life on earth; 
they should and would indeed be able to reach the goal, even in a shorter time, because My love 
makes every opportunity available to them. Therefore, take My Words seriously, count on a speedy 
end and on the natural disaster beforehand, and expect it daily, for it will come suddenly, even for My 
Own. And utterly entrust yourselves to Me.... I will never ever leave you if only you remember Me,  
and if you call upon Me in your heart I will hear you. Yet make full use of the time before, let go of all  
earthly striving and only try to gain spiritual benefits. And remain faithful to Me even in times of 
greatest  adversity  and  you  will  have  Me  as  a  constant  helper  by  your  side,  you  will  evidently 
experience My often miraculous help, for I have promised you this and My Word is and remains 
eternal truth. Believe in this and also in the forthcoming great time of adversity and prepare yourselves 
for it by constantly drawing strength from My Word, by seeking Me more sincerely then ever and by 
remaining in constant contact with Me through prayer and actions of love, for you will need much 
strength so as not to falter when I manifest Myself through the forces of nature.... However, don't fear 
anything regardless  of  what  will  happen,  for  I  will  protect  My Own so  that  they  will  be  strong 
supporters for Me during the last days before the end, who shall help to spread My Word in order that 
souls of good will shall still be saved....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Reference to great adversity.... Battle of faith.... Admonition.... B.D. No. 4838

February 14th 1950

ot much more time is given to you.... you should know this and live the short time consciously so 
that it will still be a time of grace for you during which you can prepare yourselves and gather 

strength  for  the  forthcoming  event  which  will  require  all  your  strength.  Don't  let  yourselves  be 
deceived by the apparent calm and state of peace, for this will change overnight and the conduct of 
people at whose mercy you are will petrify you. You will not want to believe that the past hardship 
repeats itself so soon and follow the events in the world with horror; yet believe that you will only be 
helped if you turn to the One Who is Lord over everything, Who can protect you even from the 
greatest danger and to Whom you must entrust yourselves if you want to endure the coming time and 
remain steadfast in the battle which you must fight for the sake of your soul's salvation. You can still  
gain much if you make use of the period of rest in order to reinforce your faith, to accept God's Word 
and  to  accumulate  spiritual  wealth....  yet  sooner  than  you  think  great  adversity  will  threaten  to 
overcome you if you don't appeal for strength from above, which requires strong faith from you in 
order to be able to pray in spirit and in truth. The opportunity to be able to enter into contact with God 
exists for you at all times, and you should use it before it is too late, for once you get into difficulties 
you will hardly be able to think straight. This is why you should turn your eyes upwards now and call  
upon the One Who hears you in every adversity and who wants to and can help you if only you turn to 
Him with complete trust. Be seriously admonished not to forget about Him so that He will not forget  
you when you need Him and depend on His help. There is only a little time left, therefore make use of 
it and gather strength, which God imparts to you through His Word....

N

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

End time prophesies and admonitions.... B.D. No. 6870

July 12th 1957

s yet the period of Salvation is  not concluded, a short  period of time is still  separating you 
humans from the final work of destruction on this earth.... And all of you could still become 

blessed if only you would recognise and acknowledge Me Myself in Jesus Christ. Nevertheless, the 
spiritual state you are in when the end of this earth, or even the end of your earthly life, comes upon 
you depends on this.... For the end you are granted will come suddenly and unexpectedly. And yet, no 
human being need be unprepared, for every person will still be told often enough what is in store for 
all of you, he just will not want to believe it. What is about to happen to you will ring in every person's 
ears again and again, for all coming worldly events are also indications and signs of a near end. And 
likewise all people will also hear My voice resound from above, for this event will not remain hidden 
from any person and can still be a last warning for everyone that the end can happen just as suddenly  
to them as it will happen to those who fall prey to the natural disaster. It will only be a little while 
longer, yet it will soon pass by.... But then the end will come without fail along with the Judgment  
which will decide the fate of every single soul. If only you humans would just acquaint yourselves 
with this idea that you create your own future fate, and if only you would believe Me that you can still  
attain your  goal  with  ease  providing you still  make use  of  the short  time,  providing you entrust 
yourselves  to  Me  and  appeal  for  My  guidance....  But  you  don't  listen  to  My  warnings  and 
admonitions, you remain indifferent, and you allow the disaster to confront you without protecting 
yourselves from it or averting it.... For you do not believe.... You don't believe My Words and I Am 
unable to inform you of the coming events in any other way than through My Word, in view of the 
fact that you must find the path to Me of your own volition and therefore you may not be given more 
obvious proof....

A

And the wheel of time keeps turning relentlessly.... Countless people will still be recalled by Me and 
this, too, should arouse people from their sluggish, routine life that is like a sleep from which they will 
be rudely awakened one day but then have no more time to prepare themselves for the end. The 
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sleepers don't want to forgo their rest and slowly slip into a sleep of death, for their souls can only 
look forward to death because they don't appreciate life enough in order to acquire eternal life for 
themselves.  People distance themselves  ever further  from Me Whom they should,  after  all,  strive 
towards, and they think of their divine Redeemer even less, His act of Salvation is totally ignored, and 
thus My adversary, who can only be overcome by the One in Whom I embodied Myself for the sake of 
sinful humankind, is in control of people.... But without Him the end will also be terrible for people,  
for they will  be hopelessly at  the mercy of their  destiny,  they will  be unable to  find redemption 
because they reject the Redeemer Himself.... because they don't take the path to Me Who alone can 
help them. Again and again I approach people in Jesus Christ, again and again will people be told 
about His Gospel,  they will repeatedly be invited to profess Jesus Christ and to adopt His divine  
teaching of love, and the approaching end will also be repeatedly mentioned. But it will be left to them 
to profess Him and to accept His blessings. But without Jesus Christ they will be unable to survive  
this end and neither can they be admitted to the kingdom of light if they are recalled earlier without 
having found Him.... All the same, the end will come without fail. However, it would not have to be 
feared, it would not have to be dreadful if faith in My Word impelled people to diligently work at 
improving their soul, for then a person would establish the connection with Me in Jesus Christ and the 
blessings of the act of Salvation would be utilised and assuredly also lead to maturity, so that he would 
not have to fear the end and the Judgment....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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